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Abstract
Hie purpose of this series of experiments was to assess contextual
*
interference effects for novices learning an open skill. Previous 
research has found that a random practice schedule as opposed to a 
blocked or repetitious schedule of practice facilitates retention and 
transfer in the learning of motor skills. The task required female 
subjects to throw a ball at a target to coincide the arrival of a 
trackway of light with the arrival of the ball. All subjects were 
inexperienced in throwing and open sport skills. Experiment 1 was 
designed to. test contextual interference results on novices learning an 
open skill and found support for past contextual interference for 
no-kncwledge of results transfer, but not for novel stimulus speed 
tranfer. The inability of the novice subjects to form solution 
strategies suggested the need for such strategies in order to take 
advantage of the processing demands of random practice. Experiment 2 
employed verbal protocol methods to establish strategies used during the 
performance of the task by experienced female throwers. The strategies 
of the experienced throwers were then implemented into the practice 
trials of a new group of novice subjects in a third experiment to 
enhance development in the second stage of learning. The results of 
Experiment 3 did not follow predictions of contextual interference.
These findings support previous research concerning the inability of 
novices to benefit from random practice when learning an open motor 
skill and suggests that certain learner characteristies and task 
parameters are necessary when random practice advantages are predicted.
xiii
The Contextual Interference Effect in Learning 
an Open Motor Skill
Recently* considerable attention in motor learning research (e.g.* 
Goode & Magill* in press; Lee & Magill* 1983; Shea & Morgan* 1979) has 
been directed at investigating a learning phenomenon referred to as 
contextual interference (Battig* 1979). This conceptualization was 
first suggested by Battig (1966* 1972) in response to consistent 
findings in verbal learning research where facilitation of performance 
during retention and transfer resulted when practice was arranged so 
that the context varied from trial to trial (random practice schedule) 
as opposed to repetitious practice (blocked practice schedule). The 
first evidence of contextual interference in motor skills was by Shea 
and Morgan (1979). Since then research (see Lee & Magill* 1985* for a 
review) has consistently shown that the manipulation of practice context 
directly affects the retention and transfer of a motor skill. Although 
the locus of the effect appears to be in the nonrepetitiveness of 
practice (Lee & Magill* 1983), full understanding of why the effect 
occurs has eluded researchers.
Present hypothesizing explains the effect from either a variable 
encoding (Shea & Zimny* 1983) or an action plan reconstruction (Lee & 
Magill* 1985) viewpoint. According to the conceptualization of variable 
encoding, the randomization of practice forces the learner into 
enplcying "multiple and variable processing" where the use of multiple 
and variable strategies produces more "elaborate and distinctive" 
encoding. The result of such processing "facilitates retention as well 
as decreases the dependence of memory on the reinstatement of the 
original context" (p. 347). Paramount to predictions within this
1
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framework is the idea of elaboration and the notion of processing that 
provides "redundant retrieval links.. .and the potential for the 
establishment of associative links with the subject1 s long term memory" 
(p. 348).
An alternative view, referred to as a reconstruction hypothesis, 
proposed by Lee and Magill (1985) is based on the forgetting hypothesis 
presented by Jacoby (1978) to account for the spacing of repetitions 
effect in verbal learning. This hypothesis seeks to better explain 
acquisition results of the blocked group as well as the limitations 
inposed by an elaboration/distinctive viewpoint. The basic tenet of 
their argunent is "by forgetting the specifics of a previously generated 
action plan abstraction the learner is forced to reconstruct an action 
plan on a subsequent repetition of the movement goal" (p. 19). By 
spacing repetitions, the learner uses cognitive processes that are 
closer to the demands of retention and transfer performance. In spaced 
practice "an individual learns more about the process of developing an 
action plan" (p. 19).
Although the contextual interference effect has been shewn to be 
robust, as of now neither the idea of encoding variability nor 
reconstruction has unequivocal support from contextual interference 
literature. However, prior to attempting investigations supporting 
either of these views, several issues related directly to the contextual 
interference effect must be resolved. The primary issue is the need to 
determine the extent to which the effect can be generalized. In 
particular, little is known about the influence of contextual 
interference on either the types of tasks or the knowledge base 
characteristics of the learner. The majority of past contextual
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interference research in motor learning has centered on experiments 
testing relatively simple motor skills that were very cognitively 
loaded. These tasks demanded few perceptual decisions of the learner, 
and the motor response demands were minimal. Even When the task 
employed in the experiment was a ocnplex task (i.e., badminton serving, 
Goode & Magill, in press), the skill was defined as a closed motor skill 
(Poulton, 1957). The use of closed skills prevent careful evaluation of 
the generalizability of the contextual interference effect on complex 
skills Where perceptual decision making and ocnplex responses are 
critical for success. Gentile (1972) proposed that regulatory stimulus 
subset recognition is paramount to an effective motor response, Which is 
especially difficult in an open motor skill. Incorporating an open 
motor skill task into contextual interference studies would provide the 
experimenter with data representative of many more facets of a motor 
skill (e.g., perceptual decisions, anticipation timing, motor output).
By definition a closed skill is self-paced and perceptually 
predictable While the open skill must conform to environmental 
constraints. For an open skill the regulatory stimuli are changing and 
in motion, While for the closed skill the environment is stationary. 
Also, the movement goals of the two types of skills are different. The 
goal for a closed skill is to develop a consistent pattern with practice 
geared toward a precise program that develops a stereotyped movenent.
In an open skill a learner must perform a motor pattern in a variety of 
ways to meet the changing regulatory stimulus subsets.
The importance of separating open and closed skills can be 
highlighted by Higgins and Spaeth's (1972) findings of differing 
movement organization patterns for the two types of skills across stages
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of learning. Using dart throwing, they found that early learning in 
both the closed skill (stationary target) and the open skills (target 
moving at different speeds) displayed a variable motor pattern, as 
defined by elbow displacement. With practice the pattern became 
consistent for the closed dart threw, While the open skill reflected the 
development of a variety of patterns to meet the environmental 
constraints inposed by the different target speeds.
A second factor Which limits the thorough understanding of 
contextual interference is the lack of data generated from studies Which 
lock at the experience level of the learner. At least one study 
indicates that beginners do not derive the same benefits from random 
practice as do experienced learners (Del Rey, WUghalter, & Whitehurst, 
1982). When random practice was compared to blocked practice, random 
practice facilitated the retention of experienced open skill 
participants in anticipation timing. However, a group of subjects 
inexperienced in open skill activities did not show random practice 
advantages.
Ihe results of Dey Rey et al. can not be totally explained within 
the current frameworks of either variable encoding or the 
forgetting-based hypotheses and thus suggest the need for future study 
that looks at the knowledge base of the subject. As has been suggested 
by transfer appropriate processing (Bransford, Franks, Morris, & Stein, 
1979) the knowledge base of the learner has a direct relation to the 
processing potential in acquisition. Ihe value of any measure of 
learning must evaluate the congruity between the processing demands of 
acquisition with those of the testing situation (retention and
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transfer). This relation interacts with the current knowledge base of ' 
the subject.
Lee (1985) suggests that insight into contextual interference 
effects can be provided by the conceptualization of transfer appropriate 
processing. The problem solving demands of random practice, as opposed 
to blocked practice, are similar to the problem solving requirements in 
a transfer situation. Such congruity between acquisition and test would 
.support predictions of random practice advantages over blocked practice. 
However, the understanding of the interaction of knowledge base to the 
acquisition/test relation in contextual interference is, for the most 
part, nonexistent.
The importance of both the open/closed distinction and stages of 
learning (Adams, 1971; Fitts & Posner, 1967) was emphasized by Gentile 
(1972) when she proposed a model for skill acquisition which followed 
learning through two stages. The first stage was a cognitively oriented 
step of getting an idea of the movement. The second stage required the 
learner to either refine the skill or make the plan more consistent in 
what she called the "fixation/diversification" stage. In the first 
stage the learner must understand the goal of the movement in relation 
to the environmental characteristics that restrict and/or control the 
skill regardless of the type of skill to be learned. Using this 
knowledge a motor plan is developed. The effectiveness of a response is 
dependent on the learner's ability to identify the regulatory stimulus 
subset that governs the movement. That is the learner must recognize 
the environmental conditions that dictate hew and when the task was to 
be performed. In order to do this "all of the regulatory stimuli must 
be evident during initial student attempts" (p. 16).
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Once the learner has the idea of the movement the most effective 
practice in Stage 2 will be dependent cn whether the skill is open or 
closed. For a closed skill the goal is to develop a consistent pattern 
with practice geared toward a precise program that develops a 
stereotyped movement. In an open skill a learner must perform a motor 
pattern in a variety of ways to meet the changing regulatory stimulus 
subsets. Hie most effective practice would incorporate as many 
variations of the regulatory conditions so as to produce appropriate 
motor patterns for these situations.
Gentile's model makes several predictions concerning the proper way 
to structure practice for optimal skill learning of an open as well as a 
closed skill. Among these predictions variable practice is suggested as 
important for open skill learning, especially in the 
fixation/diversification stage. However, the exact practice regime for 
Stage 1 is not defined. In fact, Gentile indicates that the 
characteristics of the practice regime do not matter during Stage 1 
practice as long as all the environmental stimuli that control the 
movement are present at initial learning. However, according to schema 
theory (Schmidt, 1975) there should be a learning advantage if variable 
practice is enplcyed.
While evidence supporting the variable practice prediction can be 
found (see Lee, Magill, & Weeks, 1985; Shapiro & Schmidt, 1982, for 
reviews), findings by Lee, Magill, and Weeks (1985) suggest that 
variable practice will be most effective when the scheduling of the 
variations is taken into account. When variable practice was scheduled 
with repeated trials of one skill before practicing another variation of 
that skill there was little support for schema theory. Conversely, when
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subjects practiced all the skills together in a random order, learning 
was enhanced. Such results indicate that the most effective variable 
practice occurs when the practice follows a random schedule.
In addition to these theoretical concerns, there are also practical 
application concerns about the contextual interference effect. One 
concern is that research has given the practitioner little direction as 
to the practice regime most appropriate for the different stages of 
learning of the participant. The use of Gentile's model to test 
contextual interference effects should give some guidelines as to how to 
structure practice based on the current knowledge base of the 
participant as well as the taxonomy of the motor skill. Exploring 
contextual interference using an open skill would also allow 
conceptualizations based cn skills that are more representative of the 
demands of many real world sport skills. Generalizability is a primary 
goal of science, but before the practitioner can apply contextual 
interference effects to real-world skills, the framework must be based 
on skills that more closely mimic the demands of tasks a person might 
face in the every day world.
In sunmary, before a oorrplete theory of contextual interference can 
be established, errpirical data must be produced that provide 
generalizability parameters in terms of the type of motor skill and the 
knowledge-base characteristics of the participants. The current failure 
to effectively explain contextual interference effects can only be 
resolved when the body of knowledge is based on a more ccnplete spectrum 
of motor skills tested at various stages of learning. Also, these 
skills need to be ones that will produce ecologically valid data
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(Brofenbrenner, 1979) and thus be generalizable to the learning of a 
motor skill in a real world setting.
To address these concerns, the present series of experiments was 
designed to assess contextual interference effects for novices learning 
an open skill. The first ejqperiment was designed to investigate 
contextual interference effects for a ocnplex open motor skill and to 
compare those findings to previous results. If previous research based 
cxi closed skills is generalizable to open skills then there will be an 
advantage for beginners using a random practice schedule oonpared to 
those using a blocked schedule for no-knowledge of results transfer and 
for novel response transfer. However, if past experience with open 
skills is a prerequisite for a random practice benefit, then no practice 
schedule advantage should be seen for these novices. The seoond and 
third experiments extend the investigation by considering the knowledge 
base characteristics of the learner and the possible interactive role of 
using effective problem solving strategies and contextual interference 
effects.
Experiment 1 
Method •
Subjects
Subjects were 36 right-handed undergraduate female students at 
Louisiana State University. The subjects received course credit for 
participation in the experiment. The subjects conpleted a questionnaire 
and were screened as to previous experience in sport related activities. 
In order to qualify as a participant in the experiment the subject could 
not have participated on an organized softball team or have extensive 
exposure to playing softball or other open skill activities.
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Apparatus and Task
A Bassin Anticipation Timer (Lafayette Instruments Go.) was mounted 
m  the wall with the beginning of the runway to the left of a mounted 
target. A target was mounted at the end of the runway of lights so that 
the center of the target was marked by the last light cn the runway.
The subject was seated facing the target and 4.57 m frcm it. The target 
(72 cm x 59 cm) was mounted to a rectangular frame (82 cm x 68 cm) with 
spring loaded bolts vhich extended the target 2 cm frcm the frame.
Behind the target vas a series of switches that When engaged by the 
target displacement would stop the anticipation timer clock. The face 
of the target was marked with six concentric circles. Ihe diameter of 
the center circle was 6 cm and each adjacent circle was 6 cm from the 
next. Additional lines were drawn bisecting the horizontal and vertical 
center of the target giving the target four quadrants. Scoring for the 
target 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 for the respective circles with 12 being 
the score of the center. If the ball landed on the line the subject 
received a score of 3, 5, 7, 9 or 11.
A response timing board (16 cm x 7 cm) was mounted cn the wall 
behind and to the right of the subject's right shoulder. The chair was 
located 12 cm frcm the wall so that the subject could raise her arm to 
an overhand throwing position and contact the switch behind the plane of 
the shoulder to allow far a more conplete throwing motion. The board's 
height could be adjusted vertically to allow the subject to threw from a 
position with the elbcw even or comfortably above the right shoulder. A 
switch was mounted behind the board which the subject engaged and held 
until time to throw the ball.
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All switches were interfaced to an Apple He ocrputer and the 
scores for all measures were recorded to a disk (all times were 
automatically recorded to the disk, the score and location was typed in 
by the experimenter). For the detail of the ocnputer program and 
equipment diagram see Appendix B. The ocrputer was on a table to the 
left of the subject and the experimenter was seated at the table to view 
both the subject and the target.
The target was stationary, but the speed of simulated movement 
along the trackway varied. For acquisition and the no-KR transfer, the 
speeds were 152.0 cm/s, 223.5 cm/s, and 312.9 cm/s. The transfer speeds 
were 125.2 cm/s, 187.7 cm/e, 268.2 cm/s, and 380.0 cm/s. Each of the 
speeds was outside the just noticeable difference for all other speeds 
(Shea & Northam, 1982). The dependent measures recorded in this 
experiment were error in anticipation timing, accuracy and location 
score of the throw, response latency (time frcm the beginning of light 
movement to the release of the response board), and total performance 
time (time frcm the beginning of light movement to the contact of the 
ball cn the target).
Procedure
Subjects were randomly divided into either a blocked or random 
practice schedule group. Within each of these a groups (n = 18) a 
second division was made so that half (n = 9) of each original 
acquisition condition would receive all transfer trials (no KR transfer 
and new speed transfer trials) in a blocked format and other half with a 
random format. These four groups formed were blocked/blocked (BB), 
blocked/random (BR), random/blocked (RB), and randcm/randcm (RR).
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The random groups practiced the various velocities each day, but no 
speed was practiced more than twice in succession. Ihe blocked groups 
practice one speed a day. For both transfer conditions the BB and RB 
group performed all trials of one speed before testing the next speed. 
Ihe RR and BR conditions performed transfer trials in a randan order 
with no speed repeated twice in succession. Both blocked and random 
schedules received the same number of trials per velocity. Also, all 
presentation orders of the three stimulus speeds were counterbalanced 
and all group assignments were randomly made.
On the ready signal the subjects held a tennis ball in the right 
hand and moved the hand to the wall to depress and hold the response 
timing switch. An amber light was illuminated for a constant fbreperiod 
of 1.5 s preceding the travel of the light down the runway. The amber 
light signaled the subject to watch for the movement of the lights.
When the lights began to move down the runway, the subject's task was to 
threw the tennis ball as accurately as possible at the target and to 
have the ball arrive at the target when the last light was illuminated. 
Two chalked balls were used throughout testing and after 6 trials the 
subject exchanged balls. Chalk was used on the balls so that the 
experimenter could tell where the ball struck the target. At the end of 
12 trials the subject wiped off the target and rechalked both balls 
randomly choosing one of the balls to begin the next set of trials. To 
begin the trial the experimenter would say "ready". At the completion 
of each throw the subject was given knowledge of results (KR) in the 
form of the location score of the throw on the target and the 
anticipation timing error as to direction and magnitude. Each trial 
lasted approximately 20 s.
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Acquisition Phase. Each group practiced the tasks over three 
consecutive days with 48 trials per day. On Day 1 the subject read the 
instructions for the task. The experimenter then reviewed the 
instructions and gave 5 practice trials with the light speed at 196.7 
an/s. During these preliminary trials the subject performed the task as 
it would be performed during acquisition. The subject was seated and 
the threw was made in an overhand motion beginning frcm the switch 
behind her right shoulder. After the experimenter was sure the subject 
understood the instructions, the 48 acquisition trials began. On Day 2 
and Day 3 the instructions were given again and each subject took 5 
warm-up throws (all throws were made frcm the position used in 
acquisition) without the trackway lights operating.
No KR Transfer and Transfer Phase. On the day following the 
third day of acquisition trials, the subjects received no-KR transfer 
and novel stimulus speed transfer tests. For both tests, subjects 
received 6 trials per speed in either a blocked or random order. The 
new speed transfer introduced four new speeds. Ihere were two speeds 
outside (125.2 cm/s and 380.0 cm/s) the practice range and two speeds 
within (187.7 cm/s and 268.2 cm/s)the range of acquisition speeds. 
Reliability Estimate
Prior to beginning Experiment 1, a separate group of female 
subjects (n = 10) were used to establish the reliability of the task and 
the error measurements to be used in the analyses (see Appendix C for 
detailed description of the experiment). The subjects were given 50 
practice trials using the same procedures as already discussed in the 
method section. All trials used a trackway speed of 223.5 cm/s. At the 
oonpleticn of 30 practice trials the scores were recorded for the
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remaining 20 trails at the same trackway speed and these 20 trials were 
used to establish reliability. Intraclass correlations were used to 
determine the reliability of the task (Safrit, 1976). A repeated 
measure ANOVA revealed intraclass estimate of R = .91 for response 
timing and R = .82 for anticipation timing. The subjects were also very 
consistent with -throwing accuracy and across subjects more than 85 % of 
the throws were in the 8 - 10 sooring range. Ihe target score (R = .37) 
did not, hcwever, discriminate between subjects so the score, although 
consistent, was not used in further analyses.
Experiment Design
Analysis of variance (ANDVA) was performed on the dependent 
measures derived frcm anticipation timing. As suggested by Schutz 
(1977), the constant error (CE) score produced multiple dependent 
measure used in the separate ANOVAs. The measures were variable error 
(VE), an estimate of the relative consistency of the throws; absolute 
error (AE), the anticipation timing error without regard to direction; 
error (E), a ccnposite score of VE and AE; and absolute constant error 
(ACE), a reflection of group bias. Also nonerror related measures were 
used, lhese were response latency (RL), the time from the beginning of 
the movement of lights to the release of the hand from the response 
timing switch; ball flight (BF), the time from the release of the hand 
from the timing switch until the ball contacted the target, and the 
variability of spatial error frcm throw to throw (LOC). For analysis 
purposes, the scores for each dependent measure were averaged across 6 
trials resulting in 8 trial blocks for acquisition, 1 trial block for no 
KR transfer, and 1 trial block for transfer to new speeds. Post hoc
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oonparison of significant effects used the Newman-Keuls procedure. The 
level of significance for all analyses was set at alpha = .05.
Since evidence frcm reliability testing indicated the spatial 
accuracy score of the subjects did not discriminate between subjects, it 
was not used in statistical analyses. However, this score was recorded 
and provided evidence that the subjects were able to throw with relative 
accuracy. The average score was 8, out of a possible 12, indicating 
that the throws were contacting the target approximately 9-15 cm (+ 4) 
from the center of the target.
Results
Acquisition
Separate analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were performed for each 
dependent measure. These ANOVAs used a Practice Schedule x Trial Block 
x Speed (2 x 8 x 3) design with repeated measures on the last two 
factors and revealed a significant main effect for trial block across 
all dependent measures except IOC. The F's were ACE— F(7, 782) = 23.71, 
£ < .05? AE— F(7, 782) = 29.79, £ < .05? VE— F(7, 782) = 15.14, £ < .05? 
E— F(7, 782) = 31.95, £ < .05? KL— F(7, 782) = 20.5, £ < .05? and BF, 
F(7, 782) = 15.76. In general, changes in performance across trial 
blocks followed those found in AE. The post hoc comparisons revealed 
that performance cn Trial Block 1 was consistently poorer than cn Trial 
Blocks 2 and 3 which were poorer than on Trial Blocks 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. 
The AE results reflect steady improvement from the beginning of 
acquisition to the last block of acquisition. For exanple, in AE the 
subjects averaged 159 ms of error for the first block of trials. During 
the middle of practice (Trial Block 4) the average error score was 96 ms
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and by the last block of acquisition the subjects were averaging errors 
of 82 ms.
i
There was also a practice schedule effect for ACE only, F (1, 34) = 
4.17. The random groups performance yielded a higher mean (M = 85, SD = 
45) than the blocked (M = 72, SD « 56). The only Practice Schedule x 
Tried Block effect was found in BF, F(7, 782) = 6.67. The mean timing 
score in Block 1 was about 600 ms for both groups, but by Block 8 the 
random group had decreased their time to 530 ms as ccrpared to 574 ms 
for the blocked group.
A main effect for speed was found for all timing measures. The Fs 
were ACE, F(2, 782) «= 28.91; AE, F(2, 782) = 39.01; VE, F(2, 782) = 
140.50; E, F(2, 782) = 52.58; EL, F(2, 782) = 7066.70; BF, F(2, 782) = 
94.88. The two extreme stimulus speeds were found to be have more error 
than the intermediate speed. There was also a Tried Block x Speed 
interaction for ACE, F(14, 782) = 4.66; AE, F(14, 782) = 4.55; VE, F(14, 
782) = 3.88; E, F(14, 782) = 5.92; EL, F(14, 782) = 18.34; BF, F(14(782) 
= 2.80. The performance in AE at the beginning of acquisition shew the 
slow and fast speeds to be the most difficult for the subjects. By the 
end of acquisition -the fast speed produced the least amount of error, 
but the slow speed remained the most difficult.
More important to understanding practice effects was found a Speed 
x Practice Schedule interaction for ACE, F(2, 782) = 6.75; AE, F(2, 782) 
= 4.34; BF, F(2, 782) = 4.64; and EL, F(2, 782) = 18.43 (see Table 1). 
The difference between groups is most notable in the fast speed (e.g., 
AE, random (M = 109, SD = 44), blocked (M = 89, SD = 50) and BF, random 
(M = 481, SD = 54) and blocked (M = 421, SD = 55). NO other main 
effects or interactions were found.
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Insert Table 1 about here_____
No KR Tranfer. Separate ANOVAs ware performed on the anticipation 
timing scores using a Practice Schedule x Trial Block x Speed (4 x 2 x 
3) design with repeated measures cn the last two factors. It should be 
noted that there are four groups represented in the practice schedule 
effect for the last block of acquisition. Hie acquisition context was 
either blocked or randan, but to measure the interaction between the 
last block of acquisition and no KR transfer the four groups (RR, RB,
BB, and BR) were used in both trial blocks. A main effect for practice 
schedule was found in E, F(3, 32) = 3.66 and AE, F(3, 32) = 3.21 (see 
Figure 1). The Newman-Keuls revealed the RR group scored significantly 
better than the other three groups. A main effect for trial block was 
found for ACE— F(l, 32) = 4.38; E— F(l, 32) = 9.05; AE— F(l, 32) = 7.12; 
VE— F(l, 32) = 6.22; and RL— F(l, 32) = 18.9. The scores from the last 
trial block of acquisition were lcwer than the scores for the no KR 
transfer block.
______Insert Figure 1 about here______
A main effect for speed was found for all measures. The Fs were 
AE, F(2, 128) = 3.04; E, F(2, 128) = 7.19; VE, F(2, 128) = 52.61; ACE, 
F(2, 128) = 5.69; RL, F(2, 128) = 3284.27; and BF, F(2, 128) = 30.89.
The means for AE, E, and VE indicated the slew speed to be the most 
difficult and the most variable. In ACE the Newman-Keuls revealed the 
medium speed to be different frcm the other two speeds (fast, M = 77, SD 
= 60; slow, M = 69, SD = 54; medium, M = 49, SD = 48). A Speed x 
Practice Schedule effect was found for VE, F(6, 128) = 2.34. The
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variability for the medium speed was approximately the same for all four 
groups. The fast and slew speeds produced less variability in the RR 
group (e.g., slew, M = 78, SD = 28) and the RB (slew, M = 93, SD = 30) 
as ocrrpared to the BR group (slow, M - 122, SD = 42) and the BB group 
(slew, M = 118, SD = 57).
A triple interaction was found for Trial Block x Practice Schedule 
x Speed in ACE, P(6, 128) = 2.3? E, P(6, 128) = 2.19; VE, P(6, 128) = 
2.3; and RL, F(6, 128) = 2.95. The triple interaction primarily shews a 
random practice advantage which is localized in the slew speed. The 
most consistent comparison can be made between the RR and the BB group. 
In all measures the RR group maintained the performance from the last 
block of acquisition to the no-KR transfer. An opposite effect was 
noted for the BB group as error scores escalated for the transfer block. 
In the case of RL, the measure of time until the initiation of the throw 
remained the same for the RR group, but the blocked group1 s timing 
average decreased considerably. No other significant main effects or 
interactions were found.
New Speed Transfer. Separate NSKJVRs were used to analyze 
performance resulting in a Practice Schedule x Speed (4x2) design with 
repeated measures on -the last factor. Speed was defined in two levels 
of either inside or outside the range of speeds practiced during the 
acquisition trials.
NO practice schedule effect was found for any dependent measure. 
However, a main effect for speed was found for AE, F(l, 104) = 32.30; 
ACE, F(l, 104) = 25.15; E, P(l, 104) = 21.89? RL, P(l, 104) = 10.48; and 
BF, F(l, 104) = 22.11. Post-hoc oonparisons identified the outside 
speeds as the most difficult with the two middle speeds producing the
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least amount of error. A Speed x Practice Schedule effect was found for 
VE, F(3, 104) = 2.79. The PR group as ccnpared to the other three 
groups exhibited the most variability in the performance of the inside 
speeds. However, the PR group was the least variable in performing the 
outside speeds. Just the opposite occurred for the BB group as they 
were the least variable cn the inside speed and the most variable cn the 
outside. There were no other significant main effects or interactions.
Discussion
The basic intent of this study was to assess contextual 
interference effects for an open skill being learned by individuals with 
limited open skill experience. According to Gentile's model of skill 
acquisition, the primary goal during the beginning stage of learning is 
to get the idea of the movement. In order to acconplish this all the 
regulatory stimuli nust be present at initial learning attenpts.
Inherent within getting the idea of the movement is the need to 
recognize and use the relevant stimuli to build a motor plan. For the 
beginner this is a difficult task, especially when the skill to be 
learned is an open motor skill. Accordingly, it was hypothesized based 
cn previous contextual interference research, that a random schedule of 
task variations would enhance learning the skill more than a blocked 
schedule because all relevant stimuli for the different required 
responses are available during each practice session. Random practice 
advantages would be expected because of the increased processing demands 
in acquisition and the similarity between those demands and the 
processing requirements found in tranfer situations (Lee, 1985).
However, due to the oonplexity of this open skill, novices may not be 
able to recognize and use the relevant stimuli in such a way as to take
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advantage of the increased processing possible in a random practice 
schedule. As a result, the random practice benefit for retention and 
transfer would not be seen.
The practice schedule effect and the speed by group effects found 
in acquisition support previous contextual interference findings that 
blocked practice would benefit acquisition performance while random 
practice would be detrimental. According to the reconstruction 
hypothesis of Lee and Magill (1985) the acquisition performance effect 
is due to the increased processing demands of the random practice. The 
opposite results should occur in transfer Where the random practice 
should facilitate performance. In the present experiment the blocked 
group's scores were better for initial practice. As predicted, on the 
no-KR transfer the advantage was reversed.
Of special interest are the speed by practice schedule effects 
found in response latency and the time of ball flight. These results 
indicate group differences in measures other than error scores and are 
important to establish new dimensions to the understanding of contextual 
interference effects. For the fast speed the random group took longer 
to make the decision to throw the ball but less time for the flight of 
the ball. The ball flight times for the random group were also 
inconsistent from speed to speed. Contrasting this, the blocked group's 
ball flight times were the same for the medium and slow speed. In no-KR 
transfer the random group used the same timing on both conponents of the 
skill While the blocked group changed the timing in both measures 
dependent on the speed of the throw. Apparently, context has a decided 
effect on aspects of performance other than measures of timing error.
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Another important finding in acquisition is the significant tried, 
block effect and tried block by speed effect. The task was difficult 
for the learner but progress was made throughout acquisition. The tasks 
used in previous contextual interference research have been criticized 
because of their simplicity and the resultant failure to shew much 
improvement over the trial blocks. One of the purposes of this 
experiment was to test contextual interference effects cn a more complex 
motor task to be better delineate the effects of practice schedule.
On the no-KR transfer trials the predictions of contextual 
interference are supported only when the context remains the same for 
acquisition and transfer. Consistent with past findings the BB group 
increased in error frcm acquisition to no-KR transfer. The RR group1 s 
error score remained stable across tried blocks. These findings by 
themselves make a strong case for the advantage of random practice over 
blocked in a transfer situation when test context remains the same as 
the context used in acquisition practice.
However, support is not found for contextual interference when the 
acquisition/test context is altered. To follow predictions the RB group 
should have equivalent performance to the RR group. But such vas not 
the case as the RB groups scores increased markedly from acquisition to 
no-KR transfer with scores more similar to the BR and BB group.
Another way to lock at contextual interference results of no-KR 
transfer is by using percent decrement from the last block of 
acquisition to the no KR transfer. Substantial practice effects seem to 
be indicated by the consistent performance of the RR group as conpared 
to a 23.3% increase in error for the BB group. The same doubling of 
error was noted between the BR (46.3%) and the RB (22.1%) groups.
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However, changing the test context did adversely affect the BR and RB 
groups suggesting that transfer appropriate processing partially 
explains the difference in groups performance (Bransford et al., 1979). 
While these results give limited support for contextual interference, 
they suggest the need for further study to better parcel out the effects 
of practice and test conditions on early learning.
In keeping with Gentile's model the present results seem to 
indicate that all subjects were able to get the idea of the movement as 
evidenced by the acquisition and no-KR transfer results. The subjects 
did not, however, appear to progress to a level of skill learning that 
allowed them to effectively transfer to the new speeds given. Contrary 
to past studies transfer results did not ocnpletely support contextual 
interference effects (Lee, Magill, & Weeks, 1985) when the subjects were 
tested on new speeds whether they were inside or outside of the practice 
range of speeds. Partial support was found in a group by speed effect 
for VE. For the inside speed the RR group had the highest variability 
as ccrpared to the BB group, but for the outside speed the RR group 
performed with the least amount of variability. The results in the 
outside transfer for VE parallel findings by Lee et al. (1985) where the 
random group performed better than the blocked group although they also 
found differences in ACE. Again the results cannot be maintained when 
the acquisition context is changed as evidenced by the performance of 
the RB and BR groups.
The results during transfer to new speeds, while not statistically 
supportive of predictions, were encouraging when considered in terms of 
the relative positions of the means. In most cases the means indicated 
a random practice advantage for the random groups over the blocked
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practice groups. Thus It appears that the schedule of practice nay have 
scne effect cn new speed transfer. Perhaps the difficulty of the task 
as well as the lack of experience prevent differentiation of the groups 
based solely cn the manipulation of practice. Support for this canes 
fran the examination of reports of the subjects concerning their 
perceptions of learning.
At the end of the last session the subjects were asked several 
questions concerning their performance during acquisition, no KR 
transfer, and transfer. All subjects felt the task was difficult, but 
one they could do. The task was also attention demanding and stimulated 
concentration throughout all trials.
There were several differences between groups as to the strategy 
used to determine the speed of the runway. More than half of the 
blocked group did not even realize there was a different speed each day. 
Most in this group ignored the first part of the runway and concentrated 
on a spot nearer the target for a release point. It was not until the 
no KR transfer that these subjects perceived a difference in speed and 
had to adjust their view to the first of the runway to recognize the 
various speeds. These learners apparently were not able to recognize 
and use the relevant stimuli in this situation which according to 
Gentile is necessary to the development of learning. Some subjects had 
no strategy and just threw when they thought they should.
The random group used several different strategies from throwing 
faster for the faster speeds to trying to quess which speed was coming 
next. Some did, hcwever, identity the speed early and used that 
information to determine when to throw the ball. About a third of the
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random subjects had no strategy. The camion report was "I just felt 
like it was time to throw the ball".
These reports are not consistent with the verbal protocols reported 
by Shea and Zimny (1983) where subjects presented a consistent strategy 
dependent on the practice condition. The random group seemed to compare 
tasks while the blocked group's processing was more automatic. The 
subjects in the present study did not have consistent strategies within 
either practice schedule condition. The self-report of these subjects 
seems to indicate the use of inconsistent and perhaps ineffective 
strategies for optimum performance of the task. Such findings may 
suggest, in addition to random practice, the beginning learner may need 
additional information to help them more effectively understand the 
context of the task. Although contextual interference may have aided 
encoding for the RR group (as evidence try the relative position of the 
means) there appeared to be a missing link.
Since the subjects in the present experiment were novices to all 
sport activities that were open in nature, it may be that a consistently 
effective strategy was not possible due to the lack of prerequisite 
experience from which such a strategy oould be developed (Bransford et 
al., 1982). Since Del Rey et al. (1982) found that random practice 
facilitated learning only for subjects with previous open skill 
experience, it seems reasonable that investigations of this strategy 
variable may provide insight into the present results. Such an approach 
seems consistent with Gentile's model. The demands of an open motor 
skill in Stage 2 require the learner to effectively interpret the 
environmental demands in order to elicite the proper response from a 
repertoire of possible motor patterns. This can be achieved because the
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learner has learned to recognize and effectively use relevant task 
stimuli as a result of practice in Stage 1. Gallagher and Thcmas (1986) 
found organizational information aided movement for eleven year olds, 
hut that strategy did not transfer to a new task. Ihey suggested that 
children needed a lot of experience for transfer to be effective. This 
same inability to transfer general strategies is likely to be true for 
beginners.
Task specific information is also lacking as the application 
choices of the novice are constrained by the amount of strategic 
concepts coded in long-term memory (Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981). In 
addition, the beginner may not exhibit the ability to change ineffective 
procedures, either due to their lack of experience or lack of confidence 
(Kolers & Duchnicky, 1985). Experiments 2 and 3 were designed to 
explore these possibilites.
Experiment 2
Research on contextual interference effects for an open motor skill 
(Del Rey et al., 1982) has shown that subjects experienced in open skill 
activities benefit from random practice in a transfer task. Subjects 
without previous open skill experience do not exhibit random practice 
advantages in transfer. As in the Del'Rey et al. study, the beginners 
in Experiment 1 failed to show new speed transfer facilitation for the 
random practice group. Apparently experience allows the subject to 
effectively use the processing demands of random practice to their 
advantage. Chi and Glaser (1980) suggest that the differences between 
the novice and the experienced subject are related to knowledge 
structure and processing differences. It has been further suggested 
that "specifying the structures and processes by which conpetent
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individuals night be performing a task may put us in a position to try 
to teach these processes" (Glaser, 1976, p. 12).
One way research has attempted to understand these processes is by 
the analysis of expertise. The basic paradigm compares the expert and 
novice within a particular domain. Examples can be found in chess 
(Chase & Simon, 1973), bridge ((harness, 1979), and badminton (Housner, 
1981) as wall as other knowledge domains. Findings support the 
contentions that the expert has more information in memory and is able 
to retrieve that information effectively (Chi & Glaser, 1979). The 
expert is also able to form an abstraction of the problem leading to 
more effective problem solving (Chi et al., 1981).
An interesting method for extracting information from the expert is 
verbal reports. By using question-probing at the end of a point in 
badminton, Housner (1981) found processing differences for the novice 
badminton player as ocnpared to the expert player. The findings 
indicate the expert uses solution strategies while the novice is 
constrained by their inability to chunk information.
Based on the results of new speed transfer and the verbal reports of 
the subjects in Experiment 1, novices in an open skill appear to be 
unable to form solution strategies that enable them to effectively take 
advantage of the processing demands of random practice schedule. A 
logical next step is to determine strategies that vrould enhance the 
problem solving ability of the beginner. Once these strategies are 
determined, ihey can be systematically applied to the strategies for the 
practice trials of the beginner. Accordingly, the purpose of this 
experiment is to use verbal reports to establish strategies that 
ex p erien ced  subjects employ to physically and cognitively perform the
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task used in Experiment 1. The intent was to implement these strategies 
into the practice trials of the inexperienced thrower in Experiment 3. 
However, before these strategies can be implemented it is informative to 
establish that experienced throwers can score significantly higher than 
their nonexperienced counterparts. This step is necessary due to the 
lack of previous experimentation using this particular apparatus.
Method
Subjects
The subjects were 11 right-handed females students from Louisiana 
State University. They were screened as to experience in softball and 
related open skill sport activity. All subjects participated in 
organized softball for at least 4 years and played competitive softball 
in high school. They also participated in a variety of other open sport 
skills, such as tennis, basketball, volleyball, and racquetball. 
Procedure
The equipment and procedures were the same as in the first 
experiment except for a few procedural changes. All subjects were 
placed in a random/random practice/test group and practiced as described 
in Experiment 1. Specifically they were asked to indicate what 
strategies they used for (a) determining the speed of the runway, (b) 
how to hold the ball, (c) the force of their threw in relation to the 
speed of the runway, (d) when to release the ball, (e) how they released 
the ball, and (f) any other pertinent information they might offer. The 
subject responded on their own after the experimenter directed the 
subject to one of the areas mentioned above. When the subject did not 
give enough information the experimenter would ask either "Can you 
clarify that point?" or "Can you be more explicit?" (Mathews, 1985).
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All responses were recorded verbatim in writing by the experimenter.
The subjects responded verbally at the end of each set of 12 trials for 
a total of four responses per day. Each day at the end of the first 12 
trials the subject were read the instructions for the verbal protocol 
(see Appendix D) and then responded in the manner already described. 
Design
Separate ANOVAs were performed on acquisition, no KR transfer, and 
new speed transfer results from Experiment 2 to determine the timing 
characteristics of the experienced group on the dependent measures used 
in this experiment. Hie analyses followed the same format as in 
Experiment 1.
Results
Aquisition and Transfer Analysis of Experienced Subjects
Acquisition. The ANOVAs involved Trial Block x Speed (8x3) 
models with repeated measures on both factors. There was a main effect 
for trial block for AE, F(7, 80) = 4.50? E, F(7, 80) = 5.52? VE, F(7,
80) = 4.24; and ACE, F(7, 80) = 2.62 (see Figure 2). Basically 
performance inproved steadily through Block 1-8. The VE scores were not 
as well defined and may reflect the interference of verbal protocol 
statements with motor performance (Ericsson & Schwartz, 1984).
_______ Insert Figure 2 about here
A main effect for speed was found for AE, F(2, 160) = 7.36; E, F(2, 
160) = 13.78; VE, F(2, 160) = 59.01? ACE, F(2, 160) = 8.03? RL, F(2,
160) = 4764.84; and BF, F(2, 160) = 35.66. For AE and E the slew speed 
was the most difficult to perform. The scores for VE indicated the slav 
speed to be the most variable follcwed by the median and then the fast.
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The VE scores also displayed a Trial Block x Speed interaction. Hie 
slew speed produced a large degree of variability in the first block of 
acquisition, by the last block the slow speed was very similar to the 
other two speeds shewing almost the same variability as the fast speed.
Although the subjects reported the velocity of the throws should 
not vary with the trackway speed, acquisition scores for BF indicated 
different throwing velocities were used for the various trackway speeds. 
There was no interaction between tried block and speed, but by Block 8 
the means shewed only a 8 ms difference between the medium and the slew 
speed, but the fast speed was thrown 50 ms faster than the medium speed. 
Such means scores indicate that by the end of acquisition the subjects 
were doing what they said as far as two of the speeds. There were no 
other main effects or interactions.
No KR Transfer. These ANOVAs were a Trial Block x Speed (2x3) 
model with repeated measures on both factors. The analyses compared the • 
last block of acquisition trials to the no-KR transfer trial block.
There was a main effect for speed for VE, F(2, 160) = 8.89; RL, F(2, 40)
= 1533.94; and for BF, F(2, 40) = 4.76. As would be expected the fast 
speed was less variable than the slow and medium speed which were not 
different from each other. A Trial Block x Speed effect for VE, F(2,
40) = 5.20 revealed an increase in variability for the slow speed and a 
decrease in variability for the medium and fast from the last block of 
acquisition to the no-KR transfer trials. Also, as expected the 
decision time increased as the speed of the trackway increased. The BF 
scores indicated the velocity of the throw was faster for the fast 
trackway speed, but remained constant for the medium and slew trackway 
speed. NO other main effects or interactions were found.
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New Speed Transfer. One-way repeated measure ANOVAs were performed 
on the new speed transfer resulting in a significant difference between 
the speeds inside the practice range and those outside of the range.
The main effect was found in E, F(l, 42) = 10.16; ACE, F(l, 42) = 9.01; 
and AE, F(l, 42) = 12.22. As would be expected the experienced group 
performed the inside trials with less error than the outside trials. An 
interesting finding is the lack of significant speed effects in BF or RL 
for the inside and outside trials. The experienced subject's strategies 
remained consistent for both sets of speeds. No other main effects or 
interactions were found.
Ccrparison of Experiment 1 and 2.
The performance curve for the experienced subjects compared to the 
beginners from Experiment 1 graphically depicts the advantage of 
experience in cpen sport skill activity (see Figure 2). Throughout the 
three phases of the experiment (acquisition, no KR transfer, and new 
speed transfer) the subjects in Experiment 2 were more proficient at 
anticipation timing and were able to take more time to make a more 
efficient decision as evidence by the longer RL times yet lcwer error 
scores. Their throws were also less variable throughout acquisition and 
the two transfer blocks.
Anaylsis of variance was used to verity the effectiveness of the 
experienced group of subjects as oonpared to the beginners in 
Experiment 1. The two groups oonpared ware the RR group frcm Experiment
1 and the subjects (RR) from Experiment 2.
Acquisition. The ANOVAs were Group x Trial Block x Speed (2 x 8 x
3) with repeated measures on the last two factors. The primary effect
of interest was the group effect which was significant for ACE, F(l,
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18) = 13.61? E, F(l, 18) = 24.22? AE, F(l, 18) = 20.98? VE, F(l, 18) = 
13.33? BP, P(l, 18) - 13.36? and RL, P(l, 18) = 9.98. The experienced 
subjects performed with less error than the beginners for the 
anticipation timing measures, waited longer to initiate the threw as 
measure by RL, and threw the ball with more velocity. In addition to a 
Trial Block effect for all measures, a Group x Tricil Block interaction 
was found for E, F(7, 414) = 2.15? AE, F(7, 414) = 2.12? RL, F(7, 414) = 
3.26? and BF, F(7, 414) = 3.45. Generally the differences between 
groups were very pronounced in the first three trial blocks, but with 
practice the group's soores, although different, were closer together.
Speed effects were noted for all measures with AE, F(2, 414) = 
21.56? ACE, F(2, 414) = 27.65? E, F(2, 414) - 28.35? VE, F(2, 414) = 
79.02? RL, F(2, 414) = 3788.93? and BF, F(2, 414) = 40.54. A Speed x 
Group effect was found for AE, F(2, 414) = 3.13? E, F(2, 414) = 2.48? 
and RL, F(2, 414) = 20.56. Generally, the slow speed was performed with 
the most error followed by the fastest and then the medium speeds. For 
the beginners the slow and fast speeds produced the most error when 
oonpared to the experienced subjects. Although the fast and slew speed 
produced the most error for the beginners, the decision time needed for 
the median speed was twice as nuch as that required for the fast and 
slow speeds vhen oonpared to the experienced subjects. Several other 
interactions were found, but the ones presented give the basic trends of 
the data.
No KR Transfer. Separate ANOVAs were performed using a Group x 
Trial Block x Speed factorial with repeated measures cn the last two 
factors. The group effect was significant for E, F(l, 18) = 15.48? AE, 
F(l, 18) - 10.97? VE, F(l, 18) = 13.66? BF, F(l, 18) = 6.18? and RL,
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F(l, 18) - 4.62. Again the experienced subjects performed with less 
error, waited longer to threw the ball/ and the ball was thrown with a 
faster pace.
A speed effect was noted for ACE, F(2, 72) = 5.69; VE, F(2, 72) = 
29.62; FL, F(2, 72) = 3082.41; and BF, F(2, 72) = 17.47. The fast speed 
produced the lowest score as measured by ACE. The medium and slow were 
different from the fast, but not different from each other. The fast 
speed was the least variable when oonpared to the slew and medium 
speeds. As would be expected the decision time reflects an increase in 
speed. Overall the slow and mediun speed reflected the same BF score 
while the fast speed produced the fastest time. This score indicated 
the groups used consistent patterns for the medium and fast speeds. A 
Speed x Group effect was found for RL, F(2, 72) = 6.69 and VE, F(2, 72)
= 7.91. The VE differences in times for the beginner as oonpared to the 
experienced subject was twice as variable in the medium speed as was 
found in the fast and slew speed.
New Speed Transfer. The ANOVAs involved Group x Speed (2 x 2) 
models with repeated measures cn the second factor. The ANOVAs revealed 
group effect for E, F(l, 18) = 7.68; AE, F(l, 18) = 9.24; VE, F(l, 18) = 
7.18; BF, F(l, 18) = 13.36; and RL, F(l, 18) = 4.77. The experienced 
group performed with less error, waited longer to begin the threw, and 
threw so the ball arrived at the target sooner as oonpared to the 
beginners. As would be expected a main effect for speed was found 
across all measures, AE, F(l, 58) = 16.48; VE, F(l, 58) = 4.08; E, F(l, 
58) = 7.24; ACE, F(l, 58) - 17.27; RL, F(l, 58) = 5.19; and BF, F(l, 58) 
= 12.31. The inside transfer resulted in more error than the outside.
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The outside transfer trials required a longer RL coupled with less time 
for BF.
Discussion
Typically the experienced subject improved throughout acquisition 
so that by the last tried block of acquisition they were hitting the 
target with less than 50 ms error cn more than half of the trials. Hie 
velocity of the throws were fast paced although the fast trackway speed 
drew a faster throw. The consistent throw for the medium and slew 
trackway speed parallels the characteristics of the expert batter in 
which movement time was constant for the swing regardless of the speed 
of the threw (Hubbard & Seng, 1954). Hiis pattern remained for both 
transfer trial blocks. However, the subjects' performance error 
increased (e.g., AE, inside M = 60, SD = 19; outside M= 89 ms, SD = 32) 
for the outside speeds, but VE did not increase.
Hie experienced subject was also able to maintain performance frcm 
the last block of acquisition to the no-KR transfer trials. The 
withdrawal of KR produced no more error and little change in their 
average variability. Hie slow speed did result in an increase in 
variability. A statement made by all of the experienced subjects was 
that the slow speed allowed them too much time to think. Several 
identified the slow speed as a potential problem. Each of these 
subjects expressed a likelihood of making an error in softball if they 
had too much time to make the play. When the subjects moved to the 
inside trials of new speed transfer, the scores remained fairly stable. 
In the outside speed trials the AE scored increased, but VE changed very 
little.
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A ccnpariscn of the subjects in Experiment 1 and 2 reveals the 
experienced subjects to be more proficient at timing across all error 
measures. Throughout the practice trials and the testing trials the 
experienced subjects were more accurate and less variable. Part of the 
proficiency could be attributed to the ability to wait longer to threw. 
By waiting, the subject presumably is able to process more environmental 
stimuli. As Gentile, noted the ability to perform an open skill is 
dependent cn the ability to recognize the regulatory stimulus subsets. 
Having more time to process stimulus imfbrmaticn may aid in the 
recognition of relevant cues.
Verbal Protocol
The subjects responses were analyzed and specific strategies were 
constructed to form a conposite of the expert's performance and 
cognitive parameters. Interestingly, most of the strategies used for 
determining the speed of the trackway and the time to release were 
general in nature. The experienced subjects focused on the beginning of 
the runway of lights and immediately made a general judgement (slew, 
medium, or fast) as to the speed of the trackway. Unlike the beginners, 
these subjects did not use a particular spot cn the trackway to 
determine when to release. They made a type of mental calculation to 
coincide the arrival of the ball and the light to the center of the 
target. Different aiming strategies between novices and experts have 
also been found for aiming at a moving target (Schendel & Johnston, 
1983). The expert shooter would track the target through the sights of 
the rifle throughout the target movement. Novices, cn the other hand, 
would hold the rifle still and wait for the target to come into sight.
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important to understanding the speed of movement of the lights down 
the runway was the relationship between the three speeds. The 
experienced participant established estimates of the differences between 
the speeds early in first few practice trials. Several key words were 
used to prepare for each speed. For the slow speed the subject made a 
mental note "to wait". The fast speed dictated an immediate "get ready" 
to throw ccrmand.
The experienced subject also tried to establish a consistent threw 
early in the practice trials. Inportant to this consistency was both 
the speed of the throw as well as the pattern for the threw. The 
subject spent several trials establishing a throwing pattern to be used. 
Once this was done little attention was focused on throwing. After 
consistency was developed the subjects then tried to be consistent as to 
when to threw the ball for each speed. The subjects did not use a 
particular spot to determine when to throw. They did, however, threw 
the ball quicker when they realized they had made a mistake in timing 
the trackway.
Another estimation made early in learning was the location of the 
target and where the target was relative to the subject. The subjects 
stressed that because the target was stationary they tended to look at 
the target before the trial began. The focus of the renainer of the 
trial was on the trackway. The primary concern was to determine the 
speed of the trackway. The focus of the eyes was an the light movement 
and the target was seen peripherally.
Based on these reports three inportant strategies emerged. The 
first was to establish were the target was and get a mental picture of 
this before the trial began. The second was to establish the relation
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among the differences in speeds. A third strategy was to make a general 
judgement as to when to throw the ball based on the speed of the 
trackway and the perceived throwing pattern.
One interesting finding in the verbal protocol was the use of goal 
setting. All but one of the subjects set goals for each set of trials. 
Early in practice the goals centered on developing a consistent throw as 
well as throwing with spatial accuracy. They were all concerned about 
where the ball hit cn the target, but for most of the later trials the 
attention centered on timing errors. After the first day the subjects 
frequently set performance goals cn timing error trying to see hew many 
out of the 12 trials they could get belcw 25 ms.
In addition to the mental strategies used, the following is a 
conposite of the procedures that the ejqoerienced subject used to perform 
the throwing task. First the ball was held firmly in the fingertips 
above the middle knuckles of the thumb, index, and middle finger. The 
fingers were comfortably spread cn the top of the ball and the thumb was 
positioned on the bottan of the ball directly under the fingers. The 
response timing switch was engaged with the back of the hand at about 
the middle knuckle. To prepare to throw the subject first locked at the 
target and then at the beginning of the runway. As the lights moved 
dewn the runway the subject followed the lights until time to release 
the ball. The gaze did not move to the target center until the release 
of the ball. The ball was released with a wrist snap and the hand 
extended toward the middle of the target to ccnplete the follow-through.
The results of this experiment indicated that the experienced 
subjects used identifiable strategies to more skillfully perform the 
task. The use of these strategies probably accounted for their
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performance being more accurate than the beginners in Experiment 1. The 
next step then was to use these results in the next experiment to 
supplement the inadequate knowledge base of the novice.
Experiment 3
One reason suggested for the failure to find typical contextual 
interference results for the beginners in Experiment 1 was the lack of a 
sufficient knowledge base. The deficit in knowledge base together with 
the ocrplex demands of an open skill inhibit the beginner's ability to 
develop viable strategies for skill production. Because of this deficit 
the beginner may not be able to benefit from the problem solving 
processing inherent in random practice. In the second experiment 
effective strategies were established that should help overcome this 
deficit for beginners in the execution of the throwing task. The 
strategies were ones that defined the characteristics of the practice 
environment in concert with successful skill production (Whiting, 1969). 
Ihe purpose of this experiment was to implement those strategies in the 
practice of the beginner. Such instructional cues should not only 
enable these beginners to progress more successfully through the stages 
of learning, they should also increase the likelihood that the beginners 
will benefit from random practice.
Method
Subjects
Ihe subjects were 36 right-handed female students from Louisiana 
State University. Ihe screening process was the same as used in 
Experiment 1. Ihe subjects were all novices to open skill activities as 
well as throwing skills. Ihe subjects were undergraduate students who 
received course credit for participation.
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Procedures
Hie same equipment and procedures were used as in Experiment 1 
except for the following additions.
Practice Trials. The subject began each day with 6 "perceptual" 
practice trials and 6 practice trials before the scheduled 48 trials.
Ihe perceptual practice trials were given to the subject in order to 
help establish the differences between stimulus speeds. This was one of 
the strategies suggested by the experienced throwers. For the 
perceptual practice trials the subject held a response timing button in 
her right hand. The subject was instructed to look at the beginning of 
the row of lights and follow the lights to the center of the target.
When the light reached the center of the target, the subject was to push 
the response button with the thurib. Each subject was given 6 perceptual 
trials per day (2 trials at each speed) in a blocked order. The order 
of presentation was counterbalanced. At the beginning of each 
perceptual trial the experimenter told the subject that the upcoming 
speed would be "slew" (152.0 ciq/s), "medium" (223.5 aq/s), or "fast" 
(312.9 cm/s). Knowledge of results was given at the end of each 
practice trial in the form of constant error for anticipation timing.
After oonpleting the perceptual practice trials, the subjects 
practiced 6 preliminary trials (2 at each trackway speed) of the 
conplete task. The experimenter indicated the speed of the upcoming 
trial (slow, median, or fast) and then would say "target" at which time 
the subject would look at the target center. Then the oormand for 
"trackway" was given and the subject focused cn the amber light at the 
beginning of the runway. The remainder of the trials followed the same
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format as Experiment 1. Ihe procedure used during the preliminary 
trials was the same used for the acquisition trials.
Acquisition. Before the acquisition trials began the subjects were 
told that any score under 100 ms was good, a score less than 50 ms was 
exceptional, and anything less than 25 was perfect. Ihe subjects were 
also informed as to how many trials out of each set of 12 were less than 
50 ms. Ihe inexperienced subject lacks a good standard from Which to 
evaluate performance. Without a standard the subjects tend to 
underestimate their changing ability and maintain the same level of 
performance until there is a change in conditions (KOlers & Duchinicky, 
1985).
Task Specific Instructions. On Day 1 the subject was instructed to 
hold the tennis ball above the middle joint of the thumb, index, and 
middle fingers. Ihe ball was held firmly with the thumb under the ball 
and the fingers on top directly over the thumb. Ihe response timing 
switch was depressed with the middle knuckles of the middle and index 
fingers. Ihe subject was instructed to threw the ball with a 
consistently fast pace no matter What the speed of the trackway. Ihe 
subject was reminded of the speed of the threw every 12th trial. A 
general instruction was given to have the subject try to picture the 
light and the ball meeting at the target center. Ihe subject was 
encouraged to make a timing estimation of meeting the light and the ball 
and use that estimation to determine When to release the ball. These 
general instructions were repeated every 12th trial.
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Results
Acquisition* Ihe ANCVAs involved Practice Schedule x Trial Block x 
Speed (2 x 8 x 3) models with repeated measures cn the last two factors. 
There was a trial block effect for ACE, F(7, 782) = 14.57; E, F(7, 782)
= 24.30; AE, F(7, 782) = 26.95; VE, F(7, 782) = 9.38; EL, F(7, 782) = 
4.82; LOC, F(7, 782) = 8.57; and BF, F(7, 782) = 6.43. The trends for 
the dependent measures can be shewn by looking at the scores of AE. In 
Block 1 the average error was 100 ms (SD = 42), by the middle of 
acquisition the error had decreased to 79 ms (SD = 29), and by the end 
of acquisition the subjects were averaging 60 ms (SD = 18). The 
practice schedule effect found in ACE, F(7, 782) = 6.00 reflected an 
advantage for the blocked group (M = 47, SD = 33) over the random (M = 
55, SD = 36).
There was a main effect for speed in AE, F(2, 782) = 11.28; E, F(2, 
782) = 14.51; VE, F(2, 782) = 78.72; ACE, F(2, 782) = 43.73. Post hoc 
tests for VE and AE found each speed was different from each other with 
the slow speed producing the most error' (e.g., AE, slew, M = 84, SD =
32; median, M = 73, SD = 25; fast, M = 78, SD = 24). An interesting 
finding is a Practice Schedule x Speed effect for AE, F(2, 782) = 10.58; 
E, F(2, 782) = 8.63; ACE, F(2, 782) = 6.36; EL, F(2, 782) = 10.76; and 
BF, F(2, 782) = 12.30 (see Table 2). A triple interaction was also 
found for Practice Schedule x Speed x Trial Block in ACE, F(14, 782).
No other significant main effects or interactions were found.
Insert Table 2 about here
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No KR Transfer. Hie ANOVAs revealed a significant trial block 
effect for ACE, F(l, 32) «■ 7.82; E, F(l, 32) = 15.26; AE, P(l, 32) = 
12.69; and VE, F(l, 32) *= 9.18 (see Figure 3). The scores from the last 
block of acquisition were all lcwer When oonpared to the no-KR block. 
There were no practice schedule main effects. However, there was a 
Practice Schedule x Trial Block effect for BF, F(3, 32) = 3.93. In the 
last block of acquisition the BB (M - 505) took the longest time from 
beginning of the throw to contacting the target. The RR (M = 485) was 
next in order followed by the BR (M = 472) and the RB (M = 447). The RR 
and BB groups exchanged positions in no-KR transfer and both the BR and 
RB soored 453 ms. There was a speed main effect for AE, F(2, 128) = 
8.54); E, F(2, 128) = 14.72; VE, F(2, 128) = 29.20; RL, F(2, 128) = 
7484.86; and BF, F(2, 128) = 10.01. There were no other main effects or 
interactions.
Insert Figure 3 about here 
New Speed Transfer. A Practice Schedule main effect for VE was 
found, F(3, 32) = 4.2. The average variability was M = 81, SD = 33 for
the BB group; M = 70, SD = 28 for the RR group; M = 65, SD = 26 for the
BR group; and M = 58, SD = 22 for the RB group. The Newman-Keuls
revealed the BB group to be different from the RB group. Hcwever, the
effect is not consistent as to practice schedule and no definitive 
information can be derived.
A main effect far speed was found across all varibles except IOC. 
The Fs were for ACE, F(l, 104) = 27.64; E, F(l, 104) = 12.36; AE, F(l, 
104) = 14.21; VE, F(l, 104) = 5.87; RL, F(l, 104) = 7.40; and BF, F(l, 
104) = 9.46. For anticipation timing measures the inside trials were
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performed more proficiently than the outside. Ihe scores for PL 
indicated the outside speeds required more time to make a decision to 
initiate the threw. Ihe longer time to make a decision required the 
subject to take less time for BF. No other main effects or interactions 
were found.
Discussion
Ihe purpose of this experiment was to measure contextual 
interference effects far the novice who had been given task specific 
instructions. Ihis information should have allowed the subjects to 
progress to Stage 2 of learning and take advantage of the random 
practice schedule for transfer tests. Ihe performance curve was similar 
to that found in the first experiment, but both the random and blocked 
groups in Experiment 3 exhibited less error throughout acquisition than 
the subjects in Experiment 1. As in Experiment 1 the practice demands 
of the random group resulted in more error in ACE across trial blocks. 
Acquisition results support predictions of contextual interference (Lee 
& Magill, 1985) and indicate differences due to practice schedule.
However, unlike Experiment 1, no practice schedule effects were found 
in no-KR transfer. Instead of separating the groups, the instructional 
cues appeared to lessen the usually powerful effect of practice 
manipulation as is evidenced by the absence of any practice schedule 
effects. Ihe effect of the context change experienced by the BR and RB 
group in Experiment 1 also appeared to diminish in this experiment. Ihe 
means line up in the predicted direction, but there is little difference 
among the scores. Hcwever, percent decrement does show some practice 
advantage for the random groups. The RR group experienced no increase 
in error score from the last block of acquisition to the no-KR transfer
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trials and the decrement was only 15.3% for title RB group while the BB 
and BR showed a 30.0% increase in error.
The results of new speed transfer also indicate no consistent 
performance differences due to practice conditions or due to the changes 
in context from acquisition to the transfer situations. Hie four groups 
scored about the same across the inside trials, ihe increase in scores 
for the outside trials are also consistent across practice schedule 
groups.
One interesting point can be made concerning the practice schedule 
by trial block effect for ball flight. There was a reversal of 
positions between the RR group and the BB group between the last block 
of acquisition and the no-KR transfer blocks. In the last block of 
acquisition the ball was in flight for a longer period of time for the 
BB group. However, in the no-KR transfer trials the RR groups' throws 
produced the longest flight time. These data reflect changes due to 
group membership and suggest that although anticipation timing measures 
are not as sensitive to practice effects as previously found, measures 
more representative of motor orientation are perhaps influenced by 
practice schedule. Future study should be directed toward the movements 
during performance as well as the performance outcomes.
When the subjects from Experiment 3 are conpared to the experienced 
subjects there are performance similarities. The addition of strategies 
did enhance the performance of the beginners to a level consistent with 
that of the experienced thrower. The means and standard deviations 
across all the dependent measures are similar for the beginners in this 
experiment and the experienced subjects. Most of the same differences 
noted between the beginners in Experiment 1 and the experienced subjects
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can be also be found when acnparison are made between the beginners of 
Experiment 3 and the beginners in Experiment 1*
General Discussion
Ihe purpose of this series of experiments was to assess contextual 
interference effects for novices learning a oonplex open skill. In the 
present study there is some support for random practice advantages, but 
the results indicate contextual interference effects are not as stable 
when applied to an open motor skill. Apparently the effects of practice 
manipulation are task specific and the effects do not apply across all 
activities. Previous research has centered on more cognitively based 
tasks (Lee & Magill, 1983; Shea & Morgan, 1979) or a task that is a 
closed motor skill (Goode & Magill, in press). Gentile's model 
suggested the need to consider open and closed, motor skills as two 
separate entities. Mo other task used in previous contextual 
interference research has confronted the subjects with as conplex 
perceptual judgments as the task in the present experiment. Ihe present 
results suggest that caution must be used when generalizing contextual 
interference effects across tasks and entry levels of the learner.
Ihe acquisition results of the first experiment and the performance 
of the BR group and the BB group in no-KR transfer followed closely the 
predictions of contextual interference. Ihe subjects in the blocked 
group performed better during acquisition, but the reverse was true in 
transfer noted by the fact that random practice facilitated retention 
when the RR group was oonpared to the BB group. On the other hand, all 
other results indicate no advantage for random practice. In no-KR 
transfer the change of context eliminates any benefit developed during 
random practice as evidenced by the increased error performance of the
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BB group. The performance in new speed transfer also offers no support 
for a randan practice advantage.
Task specific cues were added in the third experiment to supplement 
the deficit in knowledge base of the beginner. The addition of task 
specific cues in Experiment 3 should have enabled the randan group to 
benefit fnan the additional processing demands of random practice. As 
expected both groups performed better than the subjects in Experiment 1. 
Also as predicted the results of acquisition indicated enhanced 
performance for the blocked group (Lee & Magill, 1985). However, the 
results of no-KR transfer and new speed transfer do not support previous 
contextual interference findings. While the means were in the predicted 
direction, there were no meaningful differences between practice 
schedules for either transfer situation.
One of the important characteristics in this study as opposed to 
past research, was the subjects' extreme lack of a knowledge base for 
physical activities involving cpen skills . The subjects in this study 
were not only novices to activities involving throwing, but were also 
novices in regard to open sport skills. In fact, most had no background 
in any sport skill activities. Ihe general lack of contextual 
interfence effects for retention and transfer for these beginners 
supports the findings of Del Bey et al. (1982) that there is no random 
practice advantage in transfer for the novice performing an open motor 
task. These results argue strongly for the importance of considering 
the previous experience level of the learner when predicting the 
potential benefit of randan versus blocked practice schedules. In light 
of previous research, practice schedule effects have been generalized 
across all types of tasks as well as across the entry level of the
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learner. Hie results of this study indicate that certain learner 
characteristics and task parameters are necessary when random practice 
advantages are predicted.
However, before totally abandoning a view espousing a random 
practice advantage for open skills for novices, a closer look at the 
present results may reveal a possible modification of the strict random 
versus blocked practice schedule view. Die relative position of the 
means in the present study point to a randan advantage. However, even 
the addition of instruction did not enhance the benefits of random 
practice, but rather facilitated performance for all groups. Based on 
these results it may be possible that early practice should be 
characterized by a blocked schedule followed by a random schedule.
It may be that for a ocnplex open skill, it is necessary that the 
beginner experience the relevant task stimuli in a blocked arrangement 
to establish the stimulus subset for a particular environmental 
condition. Only after this is done can the additional problem solving 
activities required by random practice be advantageous. Such a 
suggestion is supported by several findings in the present study. Hie 
practice schedule by speed effect in acquisition indicates an early 
advantage for a blocked practice schedule. However, the advantage is 
not consistent in retention and transfer for the practice schedule by 
speed effect favors the random group. One possible reason that the 
blocked practice schedule was not effective for retention and transfer 
was indicated by the verbal reports which noted that the blocked 
subjects could not differentiate among the speeds when tested in 
retention and transfer. Ch the other hand the verbal reports of the 
random group confirmed they could recognize ihe speeds, but did not have
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a consistent strategy for determining vhen to throw the ball. In other 
words, a practice schedule which integrates blocked practice for initial 
learning with randan practice for the subsequent trials may enable the 
learner to recognize the relevant stimuli, and to effectively use them 
in retention and transfer situations.
Ihe findings of these experiments fail to support contextual 
interference effects even when the knowledge base of the beginning 
learner is supplemented with specific instructional strategies. Ihe 
failure to establish contextual interference effects when tested within 
Gentile'8 model suggests certain parameters to be set within contextual 
interference paradigms. Ihe results also provide direction for future 
research which can effectively explain contextual interference results 
and with such an understanding the eventual ability to generalize the 
data to the real world.
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Footnotes
1. Separate repeated measure analysis of variance models we re used 
instead of multivariate analysis of variance due to the inability of the 
statistical package (Statistical Analysis System) to appropriately 
handle a doubly multivariate situation— multiple dependent measures in 
ccrrbination with nultiple triads on each dependent measure.
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Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations for Speed (ms) by Practice Schedule 
Interaction for Acquisition in Experiment 1
Groups n slow medium fast
Absolute Constant Error
Block 18 M 78 61 77
SD 50 54 57
Randan 18 M 96 56 105
SD 69
Absolute Error
42 50
Block 18 M 122 91 89
SD 48 45 50
Randan 18 M 125 89 109
SD 56
Ball Plight
37 44
Block 18 M 591 596 553
72 122 58
Randan 18 M 575 560 522
SD 134 92 72
Response Latency-
Block 18 M 1244 682 421
SD 119 101 75
Random 18 M 1222 699 481
SD 139 173 56
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Table 2
Means and standard Deviations for Speed (ms) by Practice Schedule
Interactions for Acquisition in Experiment 3.»
Speeds
Group n slew medium fast
Absolute Constant Error
Block 18 M 42 43 57
SD 35 29 32
Randan 18 M 48 43 76
SD 33
Absolute Error
31 36
Block 18 M 85 75 71
SD 34 25 25
Random 18 M 82 71 85
SD 30
Ball Flight
25 28
Block 18 M 493 577 480
SD 56 116 53
Random 18 M 606 552 502
SD 87 96 75
Response Latency
Block 18 M 1357 713 466
SD 183 265 64
Random 18 H 1262 745 471
SD 87 96 75
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Absolute error (in milliseconds) for transfer performance in
Experiment 1 representing the last block of acquisition, the no-KR
transfer trial block, and the new speed transfer trial blocks (inside 
practice range and outside practice range) as a function of practice 
schedule.
Figure 2. A comparison of the random/random groups from Experiment 1 
(novice) and Experiment 2 (experienced) for absolute error (in 
milliseconds) across acquisition (Blocks 1-8), the no-KR transfer, and 
new speed transfer (inside practice range and outside practice range). 
Figure 3. Absolute error (in milliseconds) for transfer performance in
Experiment 3 representing the last block of acquisition, the no-KR
transfer block, and the new speed transfer blocks (inside practice range 
and outside practice range) as a function of practice schedule.
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Transfer Appropriate Processing with 
Implications for Contextual Interference 
Die goal of practice in most sport skills is the effective transfer 
of that practice to a game. Subsumed within such a orientation is the 
assumption that game performance is a direct reflection of the learning 
that took place in practice. Intuitively, the importance of this 
relation between acquisition and performance testing appears obvious. 
However, research on learning and memory indicates certain constraints 
to be considered before the quality of the acquisition/test relation can 
be defined (Bransford, Franks, Morris, & Stein, 1979).
Die concept of transfer appropriate processing (Morris, Brans ford,
& Franks, 1977) was developed to extend present understanding of 
remembering and the relation between acquisition and testing situations. 
Current research on encoding specificity has shewn the importance of the 
congruity between acquisition and the testing context (Tulving, 1979). 
Die focus, however, defines learning as the refinement of previous 
experience as measured by the ability to recall the actual input of 
acquisition. In a broader sense, transfer appropriate processing 
"assumes that learning involves learning from inputs as well as learning 
inputs" (Morris et al., 1977, p. 532).
Die basic premise of transfer appropriate processing was developed 
from research on the levels of processing framework of Craik and 
Lockhart (1972). Levels of processing proposes the facilitation of 
memory by elaborative and distinctive processing. It is the depth or 
breadth of this semantic encoding which enables the learner to retrieve 
information more readily. Morris and his associates (Morris et al., 
1977) argued that "particular acquisition activities are never
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inherently ' superficial' or 'noraneaningful'. Instead, task 
meaningfulness irust be defined relative to particular learning goals"
(p. 519). Thus, tranfer expropriate processing defines the quality of 
acquisition "in relation to the nature of the testing context"
(Bransford et al., 1979, p. 331).
Much research supported the contentions of levels of processing 
that the quality of memory is directly influenced by depth of semantic 
encoding (e.g., Hyde & Jerikins, 1969; Seaman & Murray, 1976). From a 
transfer appropriate view all learning is meaningful whether 
semantically processed or not. Research shewed that depth of processing 
appeared to facilitate learning as oonpared to nonsemantic processing 
(rhyming acquisition) when measured by a standard recognition test. 
Conversely, when the testing situation more closely resembled the 
processes inherent in acquisition (a rhyming recognition test), semantic 
processing showed no advantage (Morris et al., 1977). In other words 
acquisition activities that encourage transfer do not necessarily result 
in equivalent retention and may even depress recall. However, if the 
goal of learning is more than reproducing inputs then "processes optimal 
for learning may therefore be different from those optimal for 
remembering the exact input presented during acquisition" (Morris et 
al., 1977, p. 532).
A second relation important to the concept of tranfer appropriate 
processing is between what is to be learned and the current knowledge 
base and skill of the subject (Bransford et al., 1979). A levels of 
processing view would hold that the potential depth of semantic 
processing is increased with knowledge of a particular skill. According 
to transfer appropriate processing, depth in this situation is not
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vertical, but rather could be depicted horizontally from a point of 
being a novice to being a expert (Bransford et al., 1979). The premise 
suggests that the quality of semantic processing is dependent on a well 
formed knowledge base and thus suggests levels of processing to be more 
applicable to persons with a substantial semantic knowledge base 
(Bransford et al., 1982).
In addition to semantic processing, theorists have supported the 
facilitation of memory through elaborative processing (e.g., Anderson & 
Reder, 1979; Craik & Tulving, 1975). Studies exploring transfer 
appropriate processing have suggested that the effectiveness of 
elaboration is constrained by the entry level of the learner (Bransford 
et al., 1982; Stein, Littlefield, Bransford, & Persampieri, 1984).
Other research has confirmed that quality of recall and recognition 
tests vary with the type of elaboration produced in the acquisition task 
(Wilson & Brans ford as cited in Brans ford el al., 1979).
Basically the conclusions of transfer appropriate processing 
research stress the importance of the interaction between the current 
knowledge state of the individual and the relation between acquisition 
and testing situations. "Theories of elaboration must therefore 
consider the relationship between the materials to be learned and the 
knowledge that learners have available" (Stein el al., 1984).
Bransford and his associates (1979) suggest that more insight could 
be gleaned if transfer appropriate processing concepts were applied to 
certain phenomena of learning. Contextual interference is one such 
phenomenon (Lee, 1985). Recent research has manipulated the practice 
schedule of a motor task by randomizing or blocking practice trials.
Such manipulations have resulted in a performance advantage for the
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randan group when tested in retention and transfer tasks (e.g., Lee & 
Magill, 1983; Shea & Morgan, 1979).
A study of verbal protocol by Zimny (cited in Shea & Zimny, 1983) 
suggests that subjects in the randan group used different processing 
than that of the blocked. Throughout acquisition the randan group 
seemed to oorpare the tasks, whereas the blocked group's responses were 
more automatic. Transfer appropriate processing predicts that the 
different processing undertaken by the random and blocked groups results 
in an advantage for one group over the other if the demands of the 
transfer task resemble the demands of acquisition. It has been 
hypothesized that randan practice more than blocked practice forces the 
subject into problem solving activities of developing and using an 
action plan (Lee & Magill, 1983, 1985). That same type of problem 
solving is inherent in a transfer task. The facilitation of transfer 
for the random group is thus a result of the similarity of acquisition 
processing and transfer processing demands (Lee, 1985).
Further support for this prediction was found by Lee, Magill, and 
Weeks (1985) as they tested Schmidt's (1975) variability of practice 
concept. They ocnpared constant practice to two types of variable 
practice. One group's acquisition practice was blocked and the other 
group's schedule was random. Although past studies of variability of 
practice have failed to completely support Schmidt's schema theory, 
evidence was found in this study that variable practice does facilitate 
learning, but only when practice was structured randomly. Within the 
transfer appropriate conceptualization "variability of practice seems to 
be effective then, only to the extent that the processing activities
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during acquisition trials are appropriate for the processing 
requirements of the transfer test" (Lee, 1985, p. 5).
Another perspective of transfer appropriate processing in relation 
to contextual interference looks at matching the goals of acquisition 
and testing from an intention to learn viewpoint. According to Shea and 
Zimny (1983) the benefits derived from random practice are due to 
multiple and elaborative processing. Theoretically, when comparing 
intention to learn with incidental learning, the predictions favor 
random practice over blocked when tested for recall, for recognition 
neither group should have the advantage due to equal amounts of 
intraitem elaborations. These assixrptions were tested and the results 
partially support Shea & Zimny's interpretation. Interestingly, when 
the subjects were tested in a novel transfer situation the quality of 
performance seemed more dependent cn matching the testing sequence 
(random or blocked) with the acquisition mode.
A case has been made for the importance of matching the processing 
demands of acquisition and testing before the quality of learning can be 
assessed. Another important factor needed to judge the effectiveness of 
learning is the understanding of knowledge base in relation to the 
acquisition/testing situation. Research on contextual interference has 
not directly dealt with the relation of knowledge base and practice 
schedule. Because of this void the following discussion centers on some 
of the aspects of knowledge base as it relates to learning.
The first step in a discussion of knowledge base is to 
differentiate between the expert and the novice. Chi and Glaser (1980) 
offer a useful framework that serves this purpose. With regard to 
knowledge base they hypothesize the expert to have more information
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available and that information is more readily assessable than to the 
novice. Studies from both the verbal and motor domain substantiate that 
the expert possesses more semantic networks (Chi, 1981; Chiesi, Spilich, 
& Voss, 1979) as veil as the ability to use those networks to access the 
multiple dimensions within a domain (Murphy & Wright, 1984). There are 
also indications that experts from a particular domain organize this 
plethora of networks similarly (Murphy & Wright, 1984). This ability to 
chunk is an aid to retention (Chase & Simon, 1973; Egan & Schwartzm, 
1979). These characteristics enable the expert to search, find, and 
retrieve information more efficiently.
Another part of the knowledge base of the expert is procedural 
information or the ability to understand how something is done (Chi,
1981). The expert uses the knowledge base to form an abstraction of the 
problem, therefore allowing for more effective problem solving (Chi, 
Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981). Although these strategies begin as task 
specific knowledge, with experience these strategies develop into 
general concepts that can be transferred.
Research on transfer appropriate processing has sought to explain 
the process of becoming an expert. Much of that research has 
investigated the area of elaboration and the effect of knowledge base on 
the quality of elaborative processing. One series of experiments sought 
to explain the effects of elaborations that aid in the understanding of 
the relation between the to-be-leamed item with the retreival cues.
The hypothesis stated that "elaborations that reduce the arbitrariness 
of relationships facilitate both cued recall and recognition" (Stein et 
al., 1984, p. 522). The findings of these experiments were contrary to 
findings by Fisher (1981) and Fisher and Craik (1980), who basically
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found that retention was facilitated by increasing more distinctive and 
complex elaborations. The primary difference could be attributed to the 
kinds of materials that were used. Stein and his associates were 
studying the types of elaborations used to form a knowledge base in a 
new domain. Initially novices view relational information as arbitrary 
(Bransford et al, 1982), and these results indicate that "arbitrariness 
of the materials to be learned constrains the types of elaborations that 
will be effective" (p. 527).
Theorists have found that more elaborations (Craik & Tulving, 1975) 
and more associative elaborations (Fisher & Craik, 1980) lead to better 
retention when semantically matched with the to-be-learned items. 
Transfer appropriate processing proposes that this type of elaboration 
is dependent on the current knowledge base of the learner (Bransford et 
al., 1982). For the novice, "the relationships between concepts and 
properties seem arbitrary.. .semantically congruous elaborations may hurt 
retention rather than help" (p. 394). On the other hand, an expert can 
use elaborations more effectively. An accurate conceptualization of the 
quality of memory must integrate the current knowledge base of the 
learner with the to-be-learned task.
The major thrust of this review has been to accentuate the 
importance of transfer appropriate processing to future directions in 
contextual interference research. Important within this discussion is 
the awareness of the relation between testing and acquisition processing 
and the knowledge base of the learner. Before ocnplete judgments of the 
quality of learning can be posited, the researcher must be mindful of 
the parameters within the interaction of current knowledge base and the 
relation between the goals of acquisition and testing.
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Instructions for Testing and Diagram of Task
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Task Instructions 
THE OBJECT OF THIS TASK IS TO LEARN TO THROW A TENNIS BALL WITH 
ACCURACY, BOTH SPATIALLY (WHERE THE BAIL STRIKES THE TARGET) AMD 
TEMPORALLY (WHEN THE BAIL STRIKES THE TARGET). UPCN THE SIGNAL "READY" 
THE SUBJECT PLACES THE BAIL AND/OR THE HAND CN THE BLACK SWITCH BEHIND 
THE RIGHT SHOULDER. AFTER ENGAGING THE SWITCH A YELLOW LIGHT WILL 
APPEAR CN THE LEFT END OF THE TRACKWAY SIGNALING THE BEGINNING OF THE 
TRIAL. AS THE SERIES OF LIGHTS ARE ILLUMINATED, THE SUBJECT WILL TIME 
THE OVERHAND THROW WITH THE ROW OF LIGHTS SO THAT THE BALL CONTACTS THE 
TARGET AS THE IAST LIGHT ARRIVES AT THE CENTER OF THE TARGET.
AFTER EACH THROW THE EXPERIMENTER WILL GIVE THE SUBJECT TWO SCORES 
CONCERNING THAT TRIAL. THE FIRST WILL DESIGNATE HOW NEAR THE BALL WAS 
TO THE BULL'S EYE. THE SECOND SCORE WILL INDICATE THE TIMING ERROR. A 
PLUS SCORE WILL SIGNIFY THAT THE BALL CONTACTED THE TARGET AFTER THE 
LIGHT REACHED THE CENTER OF THE TARGET (LATE). A MINUS SCORE WILL 
SIGNIFY A TARGET CONTACT BEFORE THE LIGHTS REACHED THE CENTER (EARLY).
NOTE: AIL THROWS WILL BE MADE FROM A SEATED POSITION. BE SURE TO 
PUT BOTH FEET FIAT CN THE FLOOR AND YOUR BACK AGAINST THE BACK OF THE 
CHAIR. (STAY IN THAT POSITION THROUGHOUT THE THROW). MAKE SURE YOUR 
HAND DOES NOT LEAVE THE SWITCH UNTIL YOU ARE READY TO THRCW THE BALL. 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP.
A M B E R
LIGHT
V
B A S S I N  T I M E R
O
•>
E X P E R I M E N T E R
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Computer Printout for Anticipation Timer
JLIBT
20 D* - CHR* (4>l PRINT D*"NOMON 
I,0,C»
30 SLOT - 4 
40 PE - 49332 
45 DIN A(100,8)
50 POKE PE + 1,01 POKE PE,01 POKE 
PE + 1,4 
100 REN 
105 HONE
110 PRINT TAB! 4>|" ANTICIPAT1 
ON TIHER EXPERIMENT"
130 PRINT 
135 PRINT
150 HTAB 5l PRINT "FILL IN THE P 
ROPER INFORMATION"
160 VTAB (5)1 HTAB (7)1 PRINT "1 
D 0-1000 "
180 VTAB (7)1 HTAB (7)1 PRINT aN 
AME (L,F,MI)I"
190 VTAB (10)1 HTAB (7)1 PRINT " 
IB THIS A NEW SUBJECT(Y/N)" 
240 VTAB (12)1 HTAB (7>t PRINT " 
NUMBER OF TRIALS"
250 REM INPUT THE INFORMATION
270 VTAB (5)1 HTAB (17)I INPUT 1
Dt IF (ID < 0) OR (ID > 1000 
) THEN 270 
280 VTAB (8)1 HTAB (7)1 INPUT BN 
*i IF (BN* - " ") OR (BN* - 
M"> THEN 280 
290 VTAB (10)1 HTAB (33)1 INPUT
NS*l IF (NS* < > "Y"> AND (
NB* < > »N"> THEN 290
300 IF NS* - "N" THEN 
350 VTAB (12)1 HTAB (22)1 INPUT 
DTEi IF (DTE < 0) OR (DTE - 
0) OR (DTE > 400) THEN 350 
360 VTAB (22)1 FLASH I PRINT "IS 
ALL THE INFORMATION CORRECT 
Y/N ?"« VTAB (22)t HTAB (37 
>i INPUT Z*i IF (Z* < > "N“
) AND (Z* < > "Y"> THEN 360
370 NORMAL I IF Z* - "N" THEN 10 
0
380 HOME l VTAB (10)I PRINT “ P 
REB8 ANY KEY TO START THE EX 
PERIMENT"
390 BET Z*
400 FOR RN - 1 TO DTE
401 HOME l VTAB (7)1 INPUT “INPU 
T THE MPH OF THIB TRIAL “| 
MPH
405 IF (MPH < 0) OR (MPH > 99) OR 
(MPH - 0) THEN 401 
407 GOSUB 13000 
410 HOME I VTAB (10>i PRINT " 
TRIAL NUMBER",RN 
415 PRINT " THE MPH OF THIB TRIA 
L IB "|MPH 
420 PRINT "ll TELL SUBJECT TO BE 
T READY"
430 PRINT "2l WHEN SUBJECT IB RE 
ADY PRESS"
440 PRINT " SPACE BAR ON COMP
UTER"
450 PRINT "3l PRESS RESET AND ST 
ART ON "
460 PRINT " TIHER CONTROL BOA
RD"
470 BET Z*l IF Z* < > " " THEN
470
1000 REM
1001 REM
1002 REM
1BB0 IF PEEK (PE) - 255 THEN 10 
80
10B1 REM
1082 . REM
1083 REM 
10B4 REM 
10BS REM
1100 A - PEEK (PE)l IF A - 254 THEN
SOTO 1100
1101 REM THE ABOVE STATEMENT ME 
AN8 THAT THE SWITCH HAS TO B 
E DOWN BEFORE THE START OF T 
HE EXPERIMENT AND 8TAYB ON U 
NTIL THE FIRST LIGHT HAS COM 
E ON.
1110 GOSUB 20001Tl* - T*
1200 B - PEEK (PE)t IF B - 254 THEN 
GOTO 1200 
1210 GOSUB 20001T2« - T*
1300 C - PEEK (PE)l IF C - 255 THEN 
1300
1310 GOSUB 2000 
1455 GOSUB 30001T3 - STD 
1460 T* - T2*i GOSUB 30001T2 - ST 
D
1465 T* - Tl*l GOSUB 38B0|T1 “ 8T 
D
1470 REM
1471 REM
1472 REM
1473 REM
1500 GOSUB 5000
1510 INPUT "IB THIB A GOOD TRIAL
Y/N "»Z*
1520 IF Z* - "N" THEN 401
1600 NEXT RN
1700 REM FINISHED THE NUMBER OF
TRIALS WANTED. 80 NOW BEND
THE INFO TO THE DISK
1705 PRINT "DATA BEING TRANBFERR
ED"
1710 GOSUB 80001 REM ROUTINE TO
8T0RE DATA
1714 HOME I VTAB (10)1 HTAB (10)
1720 PRINT "DATA TRANSFER COMPLE
TE"
1730 PRINT "THE END"
1750 END
1997 REM
1999 REM
2000 REM SUBROUTINE TO BET THE
TIMES
9000 REM OLD SUBJECT FILE UPDAT 2010 PRINT D*
E 2030 PRINT D*|“1N*"|8L0T
9010 PRINT D*|"APPEND"|8N* 2040 PRINT D*|"PR#"|6LQT
9020 PRINT D*|"WRITE”!BN* 2050 INPUT " "|T*
9030 FOR RN - 1 TO DTE 2060 PRINT D*|"IN*0"
9040 PRINT A(RN,1>|" "|A(RN,2>| 2070 PRINT D*»"PR*0"
" "$A(RN,3>!" "|A(RN,4)(" 20S0 RETURN
"|A(RN,5>|" "|A(RN,6)|" " 3000 REM SUBROUTINE STD CALCULA
|A(RN,7>(" "fA(RN,8> TE SECONDS TO DATE FOR EACH
90S0 NEXT RN TIME(STD) THE STRING VAR T*
9060 PRINT D*|"CLDSE"|SN# IB THE OUTPUT..
9070 RETURN 3090 H - VAL ( MID* <T*,7,2>>
10000 REM ---SUBROUTINE--- 3100 M - VAL ( MID* (T*,10,2>>
10010 REM USES VARIABLES C1,C2, 3110 8 - VAL ( MID* <T*,13,6)>
t>C 3250 STD - H * 3600 ♦ M * 60 ♦ B
10020 REM RETURNS WITH C-THE 8L 3255 STD - ( INT (STD • 1000)> /
OT0THE CLOCK 18 IN 1000
10030 REM IF NOT FOUND THEN C— 3260 REM
1 3270 REM
10030 c - - 1 3280 REM
10060 FOR C2 - 1 TO 7 3300 RETURN
10065 Cl - PEEK ( - 122B9) 5000 REM CALCULATE THE TIMES
10100 IF PEEK ( - 163B4 + C2 « 5010 A(RN,4> - ( 1NT ((T2 - Tl> *
256 + 19) ■ 3 OR PEEK ( - 1 1000)> / 1000
63B4 + C2 * 256 + 19) “ 177 OR 5020 A(RN,S) - ( INT ((T3 - Tl> *
PEEK ( - 163B4 + C2 * 256 + 1000)) / 1000
19) - 236 OR PEEK ( - 163B4 5030 A(RN,6) - ( INT ((T3 - T1 -
+ C2 * 256 + 191 - 44 THEN CC) • 1000)> / 1000
BOTO 10105 5050 A(RN,1> - ID
10101 NEXT C2 5060 A(RN,2> - RN
10103 BOTO 10120 5070 A(RN,3) - MPH
10105 IF PEEK ( - 163B4 + C2 * 6000 REM
256 + 21) - 24B OR PEEK ( - 6001 REM
163B4 + C2 * 256 +21) - 7 OR 6002 REM
PEEK ( - 163B4 + C2 * 256 + 6005 HOME « VTAB (5)« PRINT "TRI
21) - 104 THEN BOTO 10150 AL «",RN
10110 NEXT C2 6006 PRINT I PRINT l PRINT
10120 PRINT "APPLE CLOCK NOT FOU 6010 PRINT "TIME *1 "jA(RN,4>
ND" 6020 PRINT "TIME «2 "»A(RN,5>
10130 Cl “ PEEK ( - 122B9) 6030 PRINT "TIME *3 "|A(RN,6)
10140 RETURN 6050 PRINT
10150 C - C2 6055 INPUT "INPUT THE ACCURACY 0
10160 Cl - PEEK ( - 122B9) F THE THROW "|A(RNt7)
10170 RETURN 6056 INPUT "INPUT THE LOCATION D
13000 REM BET THE MPH F THE THROW"!A(RN,8)
13010 IF MPH - 2.B THEN CC - 2.2 60B0 PRINT
49 7000 RETURN
13020 IF MPH - 3.4 THEN CC - l.B 7001 REM
52 7002 REM
13030 IF MPH - 4.2 THEN CC - 1.4 7003 REM
99 8000 REM DISK ROUTINES
13040 IF MPH - 5 THEN CC - 1.259 B010 REM FIND IF THE SUBJECT IB 
OLD OR NEW
13050 IF MPH - 6 THEN CC - 1.049 B820 IF NB* - "N" THEN BOTO 900 
01 REM OLD SUBJECT UPDATE
13060 IF MPH - 7 THEN CC - .B99 8030 REM NEW SUBJECT
13070 IF »ff>H - B.5 THEN CC - .74 B040 PRINT D*|"OPEN"|8N*
1 8050 PRINT D*t"WRITE"»BN*
13100 RETURN 8060 FOR RN - 1 TO DTE
8070 PRINT A(RN,1)I" "|A(RN,2>| 
" "|A(RN,3>I“ "|A(RN,4>|" 
"IA(RN,5)|" "A(RN,6>|" "| 
AIRN.7)|" "|A(RN,B>
B0B0 NEXT RN
8090 PRINT D*|"CLOSE"|BN*
8100 RETURN
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Reliability of Dependent Measures
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Reliability of the Test 
Method
Subjects. Hie subjects were 10 female students from Louisiana State 
University. Hie subjects ocnpleted a questionnaire and were screened as 
to previous experience in sport related activities. In order to qualify 
as a participant in the experiment -die subject had to have little 
exposure to sport activities that incorporated throwing skills and 
anticipation timing as primary ingredients to success in that skill.
Task and Apparatus
The equipment and procedures were the same as outlined in 
Experiment 1. The speed used in this experiment was 223.5 cm/s for all 
trails. The dependent measures recorded were anticipation timing error, 
accuracy and location score of the threw, response latency (time frcm 
the beginning of light movement to the release of the response board), 
and performance time (total time frcm the beginning of the movement of 
lights to the ball contacting the target).
All subjects received 30 practice trials in the format already 
described. Then the subject was administered 20 more trials in the same 
format and these trials were used for the analyses. The scores for each 
dependent measure were analyzed separately in a 10 x 20 (Subject x 
Trials) analysis of variance. . The intraclass correlation coefficient 
revealed a reliability estimate of R = .37 for score, R = .82 for 
anticipation timing, and R = .91 for response latency.
The use of score as a dependent variable appeared to be very 
unreliable, but on closer evaluation the scores were very consistent 
frcm subject to subject. The similarity between subjects would not
80
produce a high reliability score using an ANOVA (Safrit, 1976), 
regardless the scores were very consistent. Across subjects more than 
85 % of the throws were in the 8-10 scoring range.
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Format for Calculations 
All calculations used repeated measure analysis of variance to 
determine the reliability.
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Table 3. ANOVA table and calculations of reliability estimates for the 
score of spatical location.
Source df SS F
Trials 19 63.52 3.34 .58 ns
Subject 9 77.92 8.66 1.51 ns
Error 171 978.08 5.72
Total 199 1119.52
MSwithin = 
R = 8.66 -
5.48
5.48 = 3.18 = .37
8.66 8.66
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Table 4. AN3VA table and calculation of reliability for anticipation
timing score.
Source df SS MS P
Subject 9 272015.42 30223.94 5.60
Trials 19 121074.12 6372.32 1.18
Error 171 923004.78 5397.69
Total 199 1216096.32
MSwithin = 5495.15
R = 30223.94 - 5495.15 *= 24728.79 = .82
30223.94 30223.94
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Table 5. AN0VA table and calculation of reliability for response 
latency as measured from the beginning of the movement of lights to the 
initiation of the throw.
Source df SS MS F
Subject 9 1.84 .204 14.03
Trials 19 .19 .010 .713
Error 171 2.49 .015
Total 199 4.52
MSwithin = .014 
R = .204 - .014 = 09 = .93 
.204 .204
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Table 6. PiXNA table and calculation for reliability for the total
movement time.
Source df SS MS F
Subject 9 .652 .073 8.69
Trial 19 .223 .012 1.41
Error 171 1.426 .008
Total 199 2.302
MSwithin = .009 
R = .0725 - .009 = .0635 = .88
.0725 .0I25
Appendix D 
Questionnaire
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Subject Screening Process 
As the subjects arrived at the testing site they filled out a 
questionnaire as to their previous experience in sport activities. The 
subjects were screened as to extended experience in open skill sport 
activity and a background of playing ccrrputer games. The subjects were 
excluded from the experiment if they had (a) played on an organized 
softball or baseball team, (b) received individual instruction in an 
cpen skill (e.g., tennis, badminton) or played cn a team sport requiring 
anticipation timing (c) participated in an cpen sport skill 
recreaticnally more than once a month or (d) regularly played computer 
games. The subject was also asked to include any experience which might 
aid throwing or anticipation timing not already covered. These were 
handled on an individual basis.
88
Subject Questionnaire
PLEASE BRIEFLY ANSWER TOE FOLLOWING. FEEL FREE TO ADD ANY INFORMATION 
THAT YOU THINK IS PERTINENT.
1. What is your experience in sport activities that require throwing 
and/or anticipation timing, for example, tennis, racketball, etc.?
2. What is your vision (corrected if you wear glasses or contact 
lenses)?
3. What is your perferred hand? Right or left
4. Do you regularly play computer games? Have you ever?
5. PLease list any other information about your sport skill experience 
that could have influenced your ability to threw.
6. Name 
Phone 
Age
89
\
block/block=l 
block/ randcrrr=2 
randctn/block=3 
random/randan=4
Name_________
Group________
Sample Score Sheet
Acquisition
5 7 3.4 5 3.4/5/7
7 3.4 3.4 3.4
7 5 7 •7 5/7/3.4
3.4 7 7 7
5 3.4 5 5 7/3.4/5
3.4 7 5 3.4
3.4 5 7 7 3.4/7/5
7 3.4 3.4 5
3.4 7 5 3.4 5/3.4/7
7 5 3.4 5
5 3.4 5 7 7/5/3.4
5_ 5 7 3.4
Retention Transfer
7 5 3.4 4.2 2.8 8.5 6
3.4 3.4 5 8.5 6 2.8 4.2
5 5 3.4 6 4.2 8.5 2.8
7 7 7 2.8 6 4.2 8.5
5 3.4 5 4.2 8.5 6 6
3.4 7 7 8.5 4.2 2.8 2.8
3.4/5/7
5/7/3.4 2.8/4.2/8.5/6
7/5/3.4 4.2/8.5/2.8/6
3.4/7/5 6/2.8/4.2/8.5
5/3.4/7 8.5/6/4.2/2.8
misses 1- 2- 3-
Appendix E 
Instructions for verbal protocol
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Instructions for Verbal Protocol 
Hie instructions were read to the subjects each day before they 
began to explain the procedures they used When performing the task. The 
subjects were asked if they understood the instructions. If they did 
not, the instructions were read again. When the subjects thoroughly 
understood, the verbal responses were initiated. Whenever the subject 
said too little the experimenter asked either "Can you clarify that 
point?" or " Can you be more explicit?". All responses were recorded 
verbatim on each response trial.
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In this experiment you have a partner Who is a beginner When has no 
experience with throwing or with this task. Your partner will perform 
the same task as you using only the instructions you provide.
Therefore, this person will be completely relying on your instructions. 
It is very important that you be as clear and specific as possible. I 
will give you the general catagory of the part of the performance to 
address. Say Whatever is on your mind, including anything you did or 
thought about concerning your performance. In other words include 
details as to the thought processes used during performance as well as 
how you would explain to another how to do the task.
Appendix F
Additional Tables and Figures for Experiment 1
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Table 7
Means and Standard Deviations for Acquisition for Experiment 1 for the 
Slew Speed for Absolute Constant Error, Absolute Error, and Ball Flight
Tried Block
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Absolute Constant Error
Block M 187 62 78 68 58 56 56 59
SD 106 44 52 52 48 53 • 39 38
Random M 212 108 104 90 83 74 53 44
SD 154 73 62 58 69 53 38 43
Absolute Error
Block M 210 115 121 115 107 106 95 105
SD 91 37 55 50 36 44 33 34
Random M 237 133 136 110 115 111 84 75
SD 138 58 55 40 54 44 28 32
Ball Fliqht
Block M 534 593 590 598 591 577 573 563
SD 95 44 57 70 66 75 67 64
Random M 625 570 579 559 555 557 558 548
SD 351 317 68 73 74 60 65 63
Response Latency
Block M 1.038 1.218 1.262 1.265 1.259 1.284 1.307 1.315
SD 0.231 0.115 0.122 0.157 0.163 0.120 0.110 0.095
Table 8
Means and Standard Deviation for Acquisition for Experiment 1 for 
Medium Speed for Absolute Constant Error, Absolute Error, and Ball 
Plight
Trial Blocks
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Absolute Constant Error
Block M 78 59 69 58 56 61 57 51
SD 68 47 53 45 78 38 51 52
Random M 82 80 55 49 46 48 38 47
SD 60 57 40 34 33 32 28 31
Absolute Error
Block M 109 98 90 85 85 91 83 83
SD 61 29 45 36 68 32 46 46
Random M 121 114 101 80 72 76 69 79
SD 69 38 41 32 27 24 35 33
Ball Plicjht
Block M 615 614 598 594 595 594 589 599
SD 238 283 75 68 72 86 81 74
Random M 547 530 570 545 540 541 530 537
SD 178 170 60 65 72 60 61 66
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Table 9
Means and Standard Deviations for Acquisition for Experiment 1 for the 
Fast Speed for Absolute Constant Error, Absolute Error, and Gall Flight
Trial Blocks
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Absolute Constant Error
Block M 120 92 85 63 72 68 62 53
SD 71 41 53 46 67 66 56 54
Random M 145 123 115 97 97 93 82 84
SD 59 64 53 47 44 46 38 46
Absolute Error
Block M 128 99 90 86 82 80 72 71
SD 63 32 49 35 66 59 50 45
Random M 147 131 121 102 101 96 87 88
' SD 57 55 47 39 38 42 35 41
Ball Flight
Block M 466 479 545 547 556 558 560 560
SD 51 48 49 60 61 71 61 59
Random M 525 495 529 520 516 506 509 507
SD 146 102 53 57 68 47 48 58
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Table 10
Means and Standard Deviations for No-KR Transfer for Experiment 1 for 
Variable Error
Trial Blocks 
Acq No-KR
Speeds
Group siCM med fast slew med fast
Variable Error •
Block/block M 100 92 63 136 91 62
SD 32 37 28 82 23 32
Block/randan M 120 69 63 123 125 61
SD 35 21 16 50 62 20
Randan/block M 88 81 50 99 125 58
25 38 12 36 33 20
Random/randan M 74 91 40 82 91 44
SD • 25 35 21 32 69 27
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Table 11
Means and standard deviations for no-kr transfer for Experiment 1 for 
absolute constant error
Trial Blocks
Acq NO-KR
Group slow med fast sic*/ med fast
Absolute Constant Error
Block/block M 50 61 56 126 55 70
SD 45 69 60 108 50 52
Block/random M 67 41 51 89 55 119
30 25 52 64 54 . 57
Randcm/block M 50 52 92 86 52 92
51 36 48 98 36 48
Randan/randan M 38 43 ^ 76 42 32 76
SD 34 25 44 32 21 44^
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Table 12. Means and standard deviations for acquisition in Experiment 1 
for absolute error and variable error (in ms) for blocked and random 
group.
Blocked Random
M
Absolute Error 
SD M SD
Block 1 149 84 168 106
Block 2 104 33 126 51
Block 3 100 51 119 49
Block 4 95 42 97 39
Block 5 92 59 96 44
Block 6 92 47 94 40
Block 7 84 44 80 33
Block 8 86 43 81 35
M
Variable Error 
SD M SD
Block 1 119 69 123 79
Block 2 96 40 98 50
Block 3 89 50 99 57
Block 4 92 45 77 35
Block 5 86 41 74 35
Block 6 87 44 82 41
Block 7 78 36 75 41
Block 8 84 35 71 33
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Table 13
Means and standard deviations for acquisition in Experiment 1 for error 
and absolute constant error
Blocked Kandcm
Error
M SD M SD
Block 1 183 102 202 123
Block 2 128 39 152 63
Block 3 124 60 145 60
Block 4 119 50 119 43
Block 5 115 63 115 46
Block 6 116 53 117 47
Block 7 104 48 101 44
Block 8 107 45 99 38
Absolute Constant Error
M SD M SD
Block 1 128 93 146 117
Block 2 71 46 98 50
Block 3 77 52 91 58
Block 4 63 47 79 51
Block 5 62 65 75 . 55
Block 6 62 53 72 47
Block 7 58 48 58 39
Block 8 54 48 59 43
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Table 14. Cell means and standard deviations for absolute error for
Experiment 1.
Group Block Speeds
slew medium fast
Block 1 210(91) 109(61) 128(63)
Randan 1 237(138) 121(69) 147(57)
Block 2 115(37) 98(29) 99(32)
Randan 2 133(58) 114(38) 131(55)
Block 3 121(55) 90(45) 90(49)
Random 3 136(55) 101(41) 121(47)
Block 4 115(50) 85(36) 86(35)
Random 4 110(40) 80(32) 102(39)
Block 5 107(36) 85(68) 82(66)
Random 5 115(54) 72(27) 101(38)
Block 6 106(44) 91(32) 80(59)
Random 6 111(44) 76(24) 96(42)
Block 7 95(33) 83(46) 72(50)
Randan 7 84(28) 69(35) 87(35).
Block 8 105(34) 83(46) 71(45)
Random 8 75(32) 79(33) 88(41)
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Table 15. Cell means and standard deviations for variable error for
acquisition in Experiment 1.
Group Block Speed
slew medium fast
Block 1 176(82) 103(43) 79(27)
Random 1 186(94) 111(40) 71(39)
Block 2 121(49) 100(20) 66(22)
Random 2 114(62) 102(41) 77(37)
Block 3 121(58) 88(42) 58(22)
Random 3 124(71) 111(45) 63(29)
Block 4 114(54) 82(39) 80(34)
Random 4 86(32) 90(42) 54(16)
Block 5 116(35) 79(35) 63(35)
Random 5 93(44) 79(25) 51(16)
Block 6 112(47) 94(41) 56(24)
Random 6 116(43) 80(26) 51(21)
Block 7 56(39) 78(39) 55(15)
Random 7 90(37) 77(45) 57(37)
Block 8 110(34) 80(31) 63(22)
Random 8 81(25) 86(36) 45(17)
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Table 16. Cell means and standard deviations for absolute constant
error for acquisition for Experiment 1.
Group Block Speed
slew medium fast
Block 1 187(106) 78(68) 120(71)
Randan 1 212(154)/ 82(80) 145(59)
Block 2 62(44) 59(47) 92(41)
Randan 2 108(73) 80(57) 123(64)
Block 3 78(52) 69(53) 85(53)
Randan 3 104(62) 55(40) 115(53)
Block 4 68(52) 58(45) 63(46)
Randan 4 90(58) 49(34) 97(47)
Block 5 58(48) 56(78) 72(67)
Randan 5 83(69) 46(33) 97(44)
Block 6 56(53) 61(38) 68(66)
Randan 6 74(53) 48(32) 93(46)
Block 7 56(39) 57(51) 62(56)
Randan 7 53(38) 38(28) 82(38)
Block 8 59(38) 51(52) 53(54)
Randan 8 44(43) 47(31) 84(46)
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Table 17. Cell means and standard deviation for error in acquisition
for Experiment 1.
Group Block Speed
slew medium fast
Block 1 264(118) 137(65) 149(64)
Random 1 295(157) 147(71) 165(61)
Block 2 143(47) 122(30) 118(35)
Random 2 165(81) 140(45) 152(58)
Block 3 150(65) 117(57) 105(51)
Random 3 172(72) 129(48) 135(50)
Block 4 141(57) 108(44) 108(42)
Randan 4 134(43) 108(43) 115(40)
Block 5 136(42) 107(70) 100(69)
Random 5 138(57) 94(33) 113(35)
Block 6 135(47) 117(45) 95(60)
Random 6 143(55) 98(28) 109(44)
Block 7 121(38) 104(50) 87(50)
Random 7 111(38) 90(48) 104(44)
Block 8 129(37) 103(44) 90(47)
Random 8 97(39) 102(38) 99(40)
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Table 18. Cell means and standard deviations for response latency for
acquisition in Experiment 1.
Group Block Speed
slew medium fast
Block 1 1.038(180) 0.636(140) 0.469(83)
Random 1 1.009(231) 0.639(144) 0.488(68)
Block 2 1.218(91) 0.637(114) 0.439(48)
Random 2 1.191(115) 0.642(119) 0.488(61)
Block 3 1.262(126) 0.701(104) 0.439(82)
Random 3 1.194(122) 0.680(97) 0.482(55)
Block 4 1.265(112) 0.695(95) 0.414(63)
Random 4 1.269(157) 0.714(105) 0.475(66)
Block 5 1.259(108) 0.702(105) 0.411(102)
Random 5 1.274(163) 0.731(101) 0.479(61)
Block 6 1.284(117) 0.685(85) 0.406(102)
Random 6 1.262(120) 0.716(98) 0.486(43)
Block 7 1.307(105) 0.709(85) 0.399(85)
Random 7 1.282(110) 0.728(75) 0.471(43)
Block 8 1.315(112) 0.696(86) 0.388(82)
Random 8 1.296(95) 0.741(78) 0.477(52)
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Table 19. Cell means and standard deviations for ball flight for
acquisition in Experiment 1.
Group Block Speed
slow medium fast
Block 1 534(95) 615(238) 466(51)
Random 1 625(351) 547(178) 525(146)
Block 2 493(44) 614(283) 479(48)
Random 2 570(317) 530(170) 495(102)
Block 3 590(57) 598(75) 545(49)
Random 3 579(68) 570(60) 529(53)
Block 4 598(70) 594(68) 547(60)
Random 4 559(73) 545(65) 520(57)
Block 5 591(66) 595(72) 556(61)
Random 5 555(74) 540(72) 516(68)
Block 6 577(75) 594(86) 558(71)
Random 6 557(60) 541(60) 506(47)
Block 7 573(67) 589(81) 560(61)
Random 7 558(65) 530(61) 509(48)
Block 8 563(64) 599(74) 560(59)
Random 8 548(63) 537(66) 507(58)
Table 20. Cell means and standard deviations for last block of 
acquisition (8) and no KR transfer (9) for absolute error for 
Experiment 1.
Group Block Speed
slew medium fast
Block/block 8 96(34) 102(56) 73(50)
Block/randan 8 114(35) 64(21) 69(41)
Randcm/block 8 84(36) 78(35) 96(43)
Randcm/randcm 8 66(28) 81(32) 80(40)
Block/block 9 154(94) 89(39) 91(38)
Block/random 9 119(58) 115(66) 127(44)
Random/block 9 120(80) 108(31) 87(33)
Randcm/randcm 9 73(33) 72(19) 79(33)
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Table 21. Cell means and standard deviations for absolute constant 
error for last block of acquisition and no-KR transfer in Experiment 1. 
Group Block Speed
slew medium fast
Block/block 8 50(45) 61(69) 56(60)
Block/random 8 67(30) 41(25) 51(52)
Randan/block 8 50(51) 52(36) 92(48)
Randcm/ randan 8 38(34) 43(25) 76(44)
Block/block 9 126(108) 55(50) 70(52)
block/randcm 9 89(64) 55(54) 119(57)
Random/block 9 86(98) 52(36) 92(48)
Randcm/randcm 9 42(32) 32(21) 76(44)
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Table 22. Cell means and standard deviation for variable error for the
last block of acquisition and no-KR transfer in Experiment 1.
Group Block Speed
slew medium fast
Block/block 8 100(32) 92(37) 63(28)
Block/random 8 120(35) 69(21) 63(16)
Randcrn/block 8 88(25) 81(38) 50(12)
Randcm/randcm 8 74(25) 91(35) 40(21)
Block/block 9 136(82) 91(23) 62(32)
Block/random 9 123(50) 125(62) 61(20)
Randcm/block 9 99(36) 125(33) 58(20)
Random/random 9 82(32) 91(169) 44(27)
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Table 23. Cell means and standard deviation for error for the last
block of acquisition and in no-KR transfer in Experiment 1.
Group Block Speed
slew medium fast
Block/block 8 118(36) 123(53) 91(55)
Block/random 8 140(36) 84(21) 87(41)
Randcm/block 8 107(42) 101(43) 108(42)
Randcm/randcm 8 86(34) 104(35) 90(39)
Block/block 9 198(113) 113(39) 104(36)
Block/random 9 156(71) 141(72) 141(37)
Random/block 9 143(84) 146(36) 102(38)
Randcm/randcm 9 95(38) 98(19) 90(139)
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Table 24. Cell means and standard deviations for new speed transfer in 
Experiment 1.
Group Speed
Absolute Error
2.8 4.2 6 8.5
Block/block 125(39) 99(29) 90(37) 143(68)
Block/randan 115(58) 101(34) 89(26) 162(40)
Randcm/block 111(54) 89(39) 88(33) 151(40)
Randcm/randcm 92(42) 93(19) 83(54) 160(61)
Variable Error
Block/block 126(44) 84(42) 69(14) 74(32)
Block/random 111(49) 83(36) 80(24) 50(22)
Randcm/block 102(67) 88(32) 82(25) 49(14)
Randcm/randcm 92(32) 104(23) 95(88) 39(21)
Absolute Constant Error
Block/block 80(48) 65(44) 75(51) 142(69)
Block/randcm 87(60) 87(48) 66(42) 162(40)
Randcm/block 65(65) 64(50) 65(45) 151(40)
Randcm/randcm 54(51) 36(36) 58(65) 160(61)
Error
Block/block 156(46) 117(33) 109(32) 163(69)
Block/random 147(64) 125(47) 110(28) 171(39)
Randcm/block 137(65) 115(43) 110(37) 159(39)
Randcm/randcm 113(45) 114(26) 117(103 166(61)
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Table 25. Cell means and standard deviations for ball flight for the 
last block of acquisition (8) and no KR transfer (9) for Experiment 1. 
Group Block Speed
slew medium fast
Block/block 8 557(57) 594(79) 562(57)
Block/randan 8 569(74) 604(73) 558(64)
Randcm/block 8 544(43) 535(46) 508(49)
Randcm/randcm 8 552(80) 539(84) 506(69)
Block/block 9 561(36) 572(69) 516(45)
Block/randcm 9 604(70) 587(68) 546(55)
Randcm/block 9 543(36) 533(59) 508(46)
Randcm/random 9 560(95) 547(89) 498(69)
Table 26. Cell means and standard deviation for response latency for 
the last block of acquisition (8) and no KR transfer (9) in Experiment 
1.
Group Block Speeds
slow medium fast
Block/block 8 1.324(105) 0.707(96) 0.387(88)
Block/random 8 1.306(123) 0.685(78) 0.388(82)
Randcm/block 8 1.328(87) 0.752(74) 0.484(43)
Random/randcm 8 1.264(97) 0.730(85) 0.470(62)
Block/block 9 1.166(133) 0.640(97) 0.447(71)
Block/random 9 1.204(140) 0.645(105) 0.469(67)
Randcm/block 9 1.235(95) 0.691(90) 0.450(64)
Randcm/randcm 9 1.257(116) 0.713(106) 0.473(64)
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Table 27. ANOVA. table for variable error and error for acquisition in
Experiment 1.
Source df SS F
Variable Error
Group 1 0.004 0.77
Block 7 0.162 15.14**
Block x Group 7 0.016 1.48
Speed 2 0.429 140.50**
Block x Speed 14 0.083 3.88**
Speed x Group 2 0.008 2.51
B1 x Sp x Gr 14 0.015 0.72
Subject (Group) 34 0.163
Error 782 1.193
Error
Group 1 0.010 0.90
Block 7 0.651 31.95**
Block x Group 7 0.030 1.47
Speed 2 0.306 52.58**
Speed x Group 2 0.013 2.27**
B1 x Sp x Gr 14 0.015 0.38
Subject(Group) 34 0.387
Error 782 2.277
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Table 28. ANOVA table for acquisition for response latency and ball
flight for Experiment 1.
Source
Response Latency
df SS F
Group 1 0.073 0.61
Block 7 0.939 20.50 **
Block x Group 7 0.072 6.01 *
Speed 2 92.492 7066.70 **
Block x Speed 14 1.480 16.16 **
Group x Speed 2 0.240 18.34 **
Bl x Sp x GR 14 0.025 0.27
Subject (group) 34 4.046
Error 782 5.117
Ball Flight
Group 1 0.168 2.75
Block 7 0.205 15.76 **
Block x Group 7 0.087 6.00 **
Speed 2 0.353 94.88**
Block x Speed 14 0.073 2.80 **
Group x Speed 2 0.017 4.46 **
Bl x Sp x Gr 14 0.018 0.70
Subject(Group) 34 2.083
Error 782 1.453
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Table 29. ANOVA table for no-KR transfer for absolute error and
absolute constant error for Experiment 1.
Source df SS F
Absolute Error
Group 3 0.025 3.21*
Block 1 0.020
_  _ _ 7.12
Block x Group 3 0.010 1.23
Speed 2 0.011 3.04
Group x Speed 6 0.015 1.40
Block x Speed 2 0.001 0.38
Bl x Sp x Gr 6 0.023 ' 2.15
ID (Group) 32 0.082
Subject(Bl x Gr) 32 0.030
Subject(Bl x 
Gr x Sp) 128 0.500
Absolute Constant Error 
Group 3 0.015 1.47
Block 1 0.016 4.38*
Block x Group 3 0.012 1.10
Speed 2 0.030
_ ** 
5.69
Group x Speed 6 0.019 1.20
Block x Speed 2 0.011 2.08
Bl x Sp x Gr 6 0.019 1.24
Subject(Group) 32 0.107
Subject(Bl x Gr) 32 0.115
Subject(Bl x 
Sp x Gr) 128 0.333
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Table 30. AN3VA table for variable error and error for no-KR transfer
for experiment 1.
Source df
Variable Error
Group 3
Block 1
Block x Group 3
Speed 2
Group x Speed 6
Block x Speed 2
Bl x Sp x Gr 6
Subject(Group) 32
Subject(Block x Group) 32
Siibject(Bl x Sp x Gr) 128
SS
0.017
0.010
0.002
0.095
0.013
0.005
0.013
0.067
0.052
0.116
2.75
6.22*
0.48
52.61 
2.3451 
2.51 
2.30’
**
Error
Group 3
Block 1
Block x Group 3
Speed 2
Group x Speed 6
Block x Speed 2
Bl x Sp x Gr 6
Subject(Group) 32
Subject (Block x Group) 32
Subject(Bl x Sp x Gr) 128
0.035
0.031
0.012
0.030
0.025
0.004
0.028
0.102
0.109
0.271
3.66
9.05
1.15
7.19
1.94
0.88
2,19*
**
**
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Table 31. AN3V& table for no-KR transfer for response latency and ball
flight for Experiment 1.
Source
Response Latency
df SS F
Group 3 0.088 0.89
Block 1 0.071 18.090 **
Block x Group 3 0.029 2.60
Speed 2 25.069 3284.27 **
Group x Speed 6 0.015 0.68
Block x Speed 2 0.128 16.74 **
Bl x Gr x Sp 6 0.067 2.95 *
Subject(Group) 32 1.050
Subject(Bl x Gr) 32 0.120
Subject(Bl x .Sp x Gr)128 0.489
Ball Fliqht
Group 3 0.088 26.98
Block 1 0.001 0.93
Block x Group 3 0.005 1.68
Speed 2 0.067 30.89
Group x Speed 6 0.010 1.59
Block x Speed 2 0.008 3.47 *
Bl x Sp x Gr 6 0.006 1.00
Subject(Group) 32 0.602
Subject(Block x Group) 32 0.072
Subject(Bl x Sp x Gr) 128 0.139
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Table 32. ANOVA table for absolute error and absolute constant error
for new speed transfer for Experiment 1.
Source df SS F
Absolute Error
Group 3 0.002 0.04
Speed 3 0.096 20.07 **
Group x Speed 9 0.006 0.43
Subject (Group) 32 0.087
Error 96 0.152
Absolute Constant Error
Group 3 0.010 1.52
Speed 3 0.206 30.67 **
Group x Speed 9 0.011 0.55
Subject(Group) 32 0.130
Error 96 0.215
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Table 33. ANOVA table for variable error and error for
transfer for Experiment 1.
Source df ss
Variable Error
Group 3 0.002
Speed 3 0.056
Group x Speed 9 0.016
Subject(Group) 32 0.075
Error 96 0.132
Error
Group 3 0.003
Speed 3 0.062
Group x Speed 9 0.008
Subject(Group) 32 0.139
Error 9 0.211
new speed 
F
0.37
13.7#*
1.28
0.21
9.44**
0.40
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Table 34. ANOVA table for new speed transfer for response latency and
ball flight for Experiment 1.
Source df SS F
Response Latency
Group 3 0.024 0.39
Speed 1 3.274 10.48 **
Speed x Group 3 0.016 0.02
Siibject(Group) 32 0.665
Error 104 32.502
Beill Flight
Group 3 0.024 0.65
Speed 1 0.036 22.11 **
Speed x Group 3 0.005 0.96
Subject (Group) 32 0.402
Error 104 0.171
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Table 35. Means and standard deviation for absolute error, absolute
constant error, error, and variable error for Experiment 2.
Block AE VE ACE E
1 103(47) 90(51) 78(55) 127(61)
2 94(46) 69(27) 77(58) 113(45)
3 89(41) 80(42) 65(51) 112(48)
4 77(36) 62(22) 62(42) 93(36)
5 78(39) 66(29) 52(50) 93(41)
6 71(30) 68(35) 48(37) 90(37)
7 69(29) 63(28) 49(36) 85(32)
8 55(22) 51(16) 40(29) 69(24)
9 52(23) 47(22) 36(27) 64(25)
in 60(19) 56(21) 40(28) 74(20)
out 89(32) 55(32) 73(43) 101(30)
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Table 36. Cell means and standard deviations for absolute error for
Experiment 2.
Block Speeds
medium
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
No-KR
10
slew
133(49)
93(46)
106(44)
87(41)
94(47)
84(40)
74(21)
50(22)
62(23)
2.8
80(33)
85(42)
84(22)
69(23)
67(16)
68(26)
64(19)
68(25)
61(22)
47(14)
4.2
67(23)
6
53(12)
fast
91(39)
104(64)
93(47)
78(43)
72(39)
65(26)
66(39)
54(23)
48(27)
8.5
98(30)
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Table 37. Cell means and standard deviation for absolute constant error
for Experiment 2.
Block Speeds
slow medium fast
1 97(66) 81(45) 84(47)
2 65(65) 75(27) 50(16)
3 65(58) 41(26) 88(54)
4 59(53) 56(21) 71(47)
5 60(64) 34(33) 63(47)
6 57(44) 28(27) 60(31)
7 53(28) 42(29) 52(50)
8 36(27) 39(35) 44(29)
9 41(23) 27(24) 38(33)
2.8 4.2 6 8.5
10 49(42) 48(33) 33(21) 98(30)
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Table 38. Cell means and standard deviations for variable error for
Experiment 2.
Block
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
slow
128(55)
83(26)
113(41)
79(25)
86(22)
91(42)
77(31)
51(19)
63(26)
2.8
78(28)
Speeds
medium
81(45)
75(27)
76(37)
58(18)
70(29)
74(20)
69(28)
57(14)
48(12)
4.2
58(21)
6
54(21)
fast
59(23)
50(16)
.50(16)
50(13)
43(18)
40(15)
43(12)
46(12)
31(12)
8.5
31(10)
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Table 39. Cell means and standard deviation for error for Experiment 2.
Speeds
Block slew medium fast
1 170(66) 104(50) 106(44)
2 116(48) 106(21) 117(62)
3 136(57) 91(32) 107(44)
4 106(42) 83(18) 90(42)
5 114(48) 83(31) 82(40)
6 113(48) 83(21) 75(26)
7 98(29) 85(27) 75(37)
8 65(25) 74(25) 67(24)
9 78(27) 59(16) 54(27)
2.8 4.2 6 8.5
10 99(34) 81(22) 68(16) 103(28)
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Table 40. Cell means and standard deviations for ball flight for
Experiment 2.
Block Speeds
slow medixxn fast
1 498(52) 485(69) 456(53)
2 502(67) 472(70) 463(65)
3 490(57) 470(54) 455(59)
4 488(47) 471(53) 452(53)
5 466(59) 458(62) 447(56)
6 490(101) 481(76) 452(60)
7 460(74) 458(62) 436(61)
8 493(121) 488(108) 434(52)
no-KR 451(58) 445(57) 431(50)
2.8 4.2 6 8.5
10 449(72) 442(72) 444(73) 398(6(
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Table 41. Cell means and standard deviations for response latency for
Experiment 2.
Speeds
Block slow median fast
1 1.302(116) 744(106) 521(54)
2 1.357(81) 808(90) 537(34)
3 1.353(81) 810(56) 532(60)
4 1.379(58) 804(73) 518(44)
5 1.387(98) 821(66) 515(64)
6 1.350(154) 774(93) 496(77)
7 1.404(126) 790(85) 512(67)
8 1.350(129) 774(121) 501(52)
9 1.390(70) 801(64) 503(51)
2.8 4.2 6 8.5
10 1.795(104) 1.044(108]I 616(87) 440(45)
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Table 42. ANOVA table for acquisition for absolute constant error,
variable error, error, and absolute error for Experiment 2.
Source df
Absolute Constant Error
Block 7
Speed 2
Block x Speed 14
Error 160
SS
0.046
0.029
0.019
0.287
2.62*
8.03
0.74
**
Absolute Error 
Block 7
Speed 2
Block x Speed 14
Error 160
0.053
0.017
0.018
0.184
4.50
7.36
1.14
**
**
Variable Error 
Block 7
Speed 2
Block x Speed 14
Error 160
0.031
0.073
0.020
0^ 099
4.24
59.01
2.33
**
**
Error
Block 7
Speed 2
Block x Speed 14
Error 160
0.077
0.038
0.027
0.223
5.52
13.78
1.40
**
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Table 43. ANOVA table for acquisition for response latency and ball
flight for Experiment 2.
Source df
Response Latency 
Block 1
Speed 2
Block x Speed 2
Error 40
SS
0.009
8.609
0.004
0.112
0.51
1533.94
0.69
**
Ball Flight
Block
Speed
Block x Speed 
Error
1
2
2
40
0.014
0.200
0.006
0.085
0.95
4.76
1.34
Table 44. ANOVA table for no-KR transfer , for absolute error and
absolute constant error for Experiment 2.
Source df SS
Absolute Error
Block 1 0.000
Speed 2 0.000
Block x Speed 2 0.002
Subject(Block) 20 0.012
Error 40 0.018
Absolute Constant Error
Block 1 0.000
Speed 2 0.001
Block x Speed 2 0.001
Subject(Block) 20 0.015
Error 40 0.035
F
0.21
0.33
2.23
0.32
0.39
0.51
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Table 45. ANOVA table for no-KR transfer for variable error and error
for Experiment 2.
*
Source df SS F
Variable Error
Block 1 0.000 0.69
Speed 2 0.004 8.8^*
Block x Speed 2 0.002 5.2C?
Subject(Block) 20 0.008
Error 40 0.009
Error
Block 1 0.000 0.54
Speed 2 0.001 1.38
Block x Speed 2 0.003 2.61
Subject(Block) 20 0.015
Error 40 0.020
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Table 46. ANOVA table for no-KR tranfer for response latency and ball
flight for Experiment 2.
Source df SS F
Response Latency
Block 7 0.80 0.70
Speed 2 32.60 4764.84 **
Block x Speed 14 0.058 1.21
Subject(Block) 80 1.305
Error 160 0.547
Ball Flight
Block 7 0.023 0.27
Speed 2 0.061 35.66
Block x Speed 14 0.011 0.93
Subject(Block) 80 0.996
Error 160 0.136
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Table 47. Means and standard deviation of acquisition for Experiment 3 
for absolute constant error, absolute error, variable error, and error. 
Group Block
Absolute Error
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Blocked 102 87 82 74 73 70 67 61
(44) (32) (28) (29) (24) (33) (25) (17)
Random 97 88 92 84 77 73 76 60
(40) (30) (32) (30) (26) (25) (22) (19)
Variable Error 
Blocked 105 81 82 78 76 74 72 65
(54) (34) (33) (31) (30) (42) (30) (24)
Random 75 74 84 76 73 73 65 57
(34) (32) (37) (30) (32) (33) (25) (22)
Absolute Constant Error 
Blocked 69 60 53 46 43 38 37 33
(51) (42) (35) (33) (31) (30) (24) (21)
Random • 72 67 64 58 51 45 46 39
(54) (37) (46) (40) (32) (29) (29) (26)
Error
Blocked 133 108 104 94 92 89 84 77
(61) (36) (33) (36) (29) (42) (30) (21)
Random 116 106 115 103 95 91 84 74
(39) (33) (37) (33) (31) (32) (27) (22)
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Table 48. Means for the last block of acquisition, no KR transfer, and
new speed transfer for Experiment 3 for response latency and ball
flight.
Grovp Tried Blocks
Acq. No KR New Speed
in out
Response Latency 
Block/block 0.846 0.849 0.803 1.046
Block/randan 0.876 0.872 0.826 1.122
Randan/block 0.914 0.883 0.857 1.087
Random/randan 0.878 0.851 0.776 1.071
Speed of Threw 
Block/block 0.505 0.487 0.482 0.477
Block/randan 0.473 0.453 0.461 0.443
Random/block 0.447 0.453 0.456 0.448
Random/random 0.485 0.502 0.505 0.485
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Table 49. Means and standard deviation for no KR transfer and new speed 
transfer for Experiment 3 using absolute error, variable error, absolute 
constant error, and error.
Group Trial Block
Acq. No KR New Speed
Absolute Error
in out
Block/block 62 80 81 95
(18) (38) (24) (45)
Block/random 59 77 76 110
(15) (34) (26) (52)
Randan/block 59 68 75 88
(19) (24) (22) (33)
Randan/Randan 61 58 72 99
(19) (25) (31) (34)
Variable Error
Block/block 62 75 88 74
(18) (27) (31) (35)
Block/random 63 73 74 56
(19) (27) (29) (23)
Random, /block 57 67 62 55
(20) (29) (22) (22)
Random/random 58 62 73 67
(19) (25) (26) (30)
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Table 49 continued
Absolute Constant Error
Block/block 33 55 36 77
(22) (48) (32) (55)
Block/randcm 33 52 50 98
(20) (47) (28) (64)
Random/block 39 46 60 70
(25) (27) (34) (41)
Random/randan 39 41 37 83
(27) (25) (35) (46)
Error
Block/block 80 100 102 115
(23) (41) (28) (49)
Block/randcm 74 97 -93 122
(17) (38) (31) (48)
Random/block 73 85 92 102
(21) (27) (21) (32)
Randam/randcm 76 78 85 115
(22) (23) (35) (30)
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Table 50. Cell means and standard deviations for absolute error for
last block of acquisition (8) no KR transfer (9) in Experiment 3. 
Group Block Speeds
slow medium fast
Block/block 8 71(21) 62(15) 54(14)
Block/random 8 56(20) 62(11) 58(16)
Randan/block 8 64(22) 53(18) 59(15)
Randcm/randan 8 74(20) 57(19) 54(13)
Block/block 9 95(40) 72(41) 73(30)
Block/randcm 9 88(40) 83(35) 61(22)
Random, /block 9 82(27) 59(18) 62(20)
Randcm/randcm 9 68(20) 58(20) 61(20)
New Speed Transfer
2.8 4.2 6 8.5
Block/block 10 82(30) 70(18) 93(24) 108(55)
Block/random 10 72(28) 74(31) 78(23) 148(41)
Randcm/block 10 68(28) 70(21) 79(25) 107(27)
Randan/random 10 78(20) 74(34) 69(31) 119(32)
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Table 51. Cell means and standard deviations for ball flight for the
Last Block of Acquisition (8), the NO KR Transfer (9), and new speed
transfer (10) in Experiment 3.
Group Block Speeds
slow medium fast
Block/block 8 496(74) 514(72) 503(48)
Block/randan 8 470(40) 486(52) 462(38)
Randcm/block 8 455(31) 447(27) 439(33)
Randan/randan 8 489(37) 492(51) 476(41)
Block/block 9 495(54) 490(71) 476(59)
Block/random 9 465(35) 458(44) 437(30)
Random/block 9 457(19) 455(23) 446(22)
Randcm/randcm 9 513(54) 507(51) 485(52)
New Speed Transfer
2.8 4.2 6 8.5
Block/block 10 497(62) 487(69) 477(64) 457(58)
Block/random 10 455(31) 460(24) 462(29) 431(29)
Randan/block 10 460(33) 461(30) 451(30) 437(24)
Random/randcm 10 504(58) 501(53) 508(51) 466(49)
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Table 52. ANOVA table for acquisition for absolute error and absolute
constant error in Experiment 3.
Source df
Absolute Constant Error 
Group 1
Block 7
Block x Group 7
Speed 2
Speed x Group 2
Speed x Block 14
Sp x B1 x Gr 14
Subject (Group) 34
Error 782
SS
0.014
0.111
0.002
0.095
0.014
0.400
0.031
0.080
0.849
6.00
14.57
0.20
43.73
6.36
2.65
2.01
**
**
**
**
A*
Absolute Error
Group 1
Block 7
Block x Group 7
Speed 2
Speed x Group 2
Speed x Block 14
Sp x B1 x Gp 14
subject (group) 34
Error 782
0.68 
22.60 ** 
0.92 
11.28 ** 
10.58 ** 
1.61 
1.57 
0.071 
0.587
0.001
0.119
0.005
0.017
0.016
0.017
0.016
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Table 53. ANOVA table for variable error and error in acquisition of
Experiment 3.
Source df SS F
Variable Error
Group 1 0.010 3.69
Block 7 0.058 9.38**
Block x Group 7 0.019 3.06**
Speed 2 0.138 78.72**
Speed x Group 2 0.002 1.03
Speed x Block 14 0.011 0.90
Sp x B1 x Gr 14 0.015 1.26
Subject (Group) 34 0.091
Error 782 0.687
Error
Group 1 0.000 0.010
Block ' 7 0.181 24.30**
Block x Group 7 0.013 1.80
Speed 2 0.031 14.51**
Speed x Group 2 0.018 8.63**
Speed x Block 14 0.017 1.15
Sp x Gr x B1 14 0.024 1.58
Subject(Group) 34 0.108
Error 782 0.831
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Table 541 ANCfVA table for no-KR transfer for absolute
and absolute error In Experiment 3.
Source df SS
Absolute Constant Error 
Group 3 0.00
Block 1 0.007
Block x Group 3 0.003
Speed 2 0.002
Speed x Group 6 0.004
Speed x Block 2 0.001
Sp x Gr x B1 6 0.007
Subject(Group) 32 0.035
Subject(gr x Bl) 32 0.032
Error 128 0.130
Absolute Error
Group 3 0.003
Block 1 0.007
Block x Group 3 0.003
Speed 2 0.009
Group x Speed 6 0.002
Block x Speed 2 0.001
Bl x Gr x Sp 6 0.003
Subject (Group) 32 0.028
Subject(Bl x Gr) 32 0.018
Error 128 0.064
constant error 
F
0.14
7.83 **
1.27
1.06
0.72
0.42
1.14
1.17
12.69**
1.69
8.54**
0.78
0.79
0.88
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Table 55* AN3VA table for variable error and error for no-KR transfer
in Experiment 3.
Source
Error
df SS P
Group 3 0.006 1.51
Block 1 0.011 15.26 **
Block x Group 3 0.004 1.58
Speed 2 0.017 14.72 **
Group x Speed 6 0.004 1.11
Block x Speed 2 0.001 1.10
Bl x Gr x Sp 6 0.004 1.23
Subject (group) 32 0.039
Siibject(GR x Bl) 32 0.024
Error 128 0.074
Variable Error
Group 3 0.004 1.72
Block 1 0.003 9.18 **
Block x Group 3 0.000 0.27
Speed 2 0.256 29.20 **
Group x Speed 6 0.003 1.08
Block x Speed 2 0.001 o • <Ti H*
Bl x Gr x Sp 6 0.007 2.67 *
Subject (group) 32 0.028
Subject(Bl x Gr) 32 0.011
Error 128 0.057
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Table 56% ANOVA table for new speed transfer for anticipation timing
measures in Experiment 3.
Source df SS P
Absolute Constant Error
Group 3 0.007 1.33
Speed 1 0.053 27.64 **
Speed x Group 3 0.004 0.77
Subject(Group) 32 0.057
Error 104 0.201
Absolute Error
Group 3 _ 0.003 0.82
Speed 1 0.018 14.21 **
Speed x Group 3 0.003 0.76
Subject (Group) 32 0.036
Error 104 0.128
Variable Error
Group 3 0.010 4.20 *
Speed 1 0.004 5.87 *
Speed x Group 3 0.001 0.38
Siibject(Group) 32 0.025
Error 104 0.079
Error
Grooup 3 0.003 0.76
Speed 1 0.015 12.36
Speed x Group 3 0.003 0.82
Subject(group) 32 0.045
Error 104 0.126
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Table 57
Means and Standard Deviation for Slew Speed for Acquisition for
Experiment 3 for Absolute Constant Error and Absolute Error
Trial Blocks
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Absolute Constant Error
Block M 85 47 54 41 30 30 25 26
SD 62 48 43 33 28 28 20 17
Random M 52 55 54 44 45 37 50 45
SD 43 31 45 34 23 22 36 29
Absolute Error
Block M 123 87 90 76 81 82 79 64
SD 56 37 31 32 26 39 29 21
Random M 89 89 95 86 78 81 73 69
SD 53 30 34 27 26 23 29 21
Ball Flight
Block M 534 493 494 487 489. 481 486 483
SD 95 44 44 50 47 50 57 59
Random M 625 569 525 567 547 501 473 472
SD 221 117 86 55 53 86 40 37
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Table 58
Means and Standard Deviations for the Median Speed for Acquisition for 
Experiment 3 for Absolute Constant Error, Absolute Error, Response 
Latency, and Ball Flight
Trial Blocks
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Absolute Constant Error
Block M 40 56 43 45 51 77 40 34
SD 30 33 31 37 31 27 21 23
Random M 50 50 48 45 42 40 40 29
SD 39 27 36 37 34 31 22 22
Absolute Error
Block M 90 89 80 77 73 68 63 62
SD 30 26 29 31 22 28 20 13
Random M 79 72 77 73 78 67 65 55
SD 27 23 26 28 27 31 18 18
Response Latency
Block M 0.664 0.699 0.686 0.,696 0.695 0.674 0.687 0.675
SD 0.243 0.273 0.269 0.,270 0.274 0.262 0.272 0.263
Random M 0.752 0.766 0.730 0.662 0.667 0.769 0.808 0.808
SD 0.174 0.172 0.166 0.,303 0.308 0.126 0.071 0.064
Ball Flight
Block M 615 614 607 606 602 569 502 500
SD 238 183 100 91 95 80 75 63
Random M 547 530 615 632 625 521 479 469
SD 178 170 110 95 66 57 49 46
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Table 59
Means and Standard Deviations for Acquisition for the East Speed for 
Experiment 3 for Absolute Constant Error, Absolute Error, Response 
Latency, and Ball Flight
Trial Block
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Absolute Constant Error
Block M 84 76 64 51 47 47 45 40
SD 43 41 28 30 31 33 27 21
Random M 117 97 90 86 66 57 49 44
SD 52 35 46 37 33 29 27 25
Absolute Error
Block M 94 86 75 70 65 61 60 56
SD 36 33 22 23 20 28 21 14
Random M 122 103 103 92 74 69 65 56
SD 47 29 33 33 27 19 19 14
Response Latency
Block M 0.517 0.495 0.477 0.457 0.452 0.454 0.448 0.431
SD 0.065 0.059 0.063 0.071 0.068 0.068 0.056 0.061
Random M 0.490 0.501 0.486 0.438 0.422 0.434 0.483 0.484
SD 0.131 0.106 0.095 0.181 0.170 0.086 0.040 0.047
Ball Flight
Block M 466 480 479 490 488 476 481 483
SD 51 48 53 58 57 57 53 44
Random M 525 495 499 500 502 488 464 457
SD 146 102 78 60 57 72 40 41
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